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Summary
In the ﬁeld of music information retrieval (MIR), one fundamental research problem
is the measuring of the similarity between music documents. Based on a viable
similarity measure, MIR systems can be made more eﬀective to help users retrieve
relevant music information.
Music documents are inherently multi-faceted. They contain not only multiple
sources of information, e.g., textual metadata, audio content, video content, im-
ages, etc. but also multiple aspects of information, e.g., genre, mood, rhythm, etc.
Fusing the multiple modalities eﬀectively and eﬃciently is essential in discovering
good similarity measures. In this thesis, I propose and investigate a comprehen-
sive adaptive multimodal fusion framework to construct more eﬀective similarity
measures for MIR applications. The basic philosophy is that music documents
with diﬀerent content require diﬀerent fusion strategies to combine their multiple
modalities. Besides, the same multiple documents in diﬀerent contexts need adap-
tive fusion strategies to derive eﬀective similarity measures in certain multimedia
tasks.
Based on the above philosophy, I proposed a multi-faceted music search engine
that allows users to customize their most preferred music aspects in a search oper-
vi
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ation so that the similarity measure underlying the search engine is adapted to the
users’ instant information needs. This adaptive multimodal fusion based similarity
measure allows more relevant music items to be retrieved. On this multi-faceted
music search engine, a query-dependent fusion approach was also proposed to im-
prove the adaptiveness of the music similarity measure to diﬀerent user queries. Re-
vealed in the experimental results, the proposed adaptive fusion approach improved
the search eﬀectiveness by combining the multiple music aspects with customized
fusion strategies for diﬀerent user queries. We also investigated state-of-the-art
fusion techniques in audio-visual violin transcription task and built a prototype
system for violin tutoring in a home environment based on the audio-visual fusion
techniques.
Future plans are proposed to investigate the adaptive fusion approaches in se-
mantic music similarity measures so that a more user-friendly music search engine
can be made possible.
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In the ﬁeld of multimedia information retrieval, one fundamental research prob-
lem is measuring the similarity between multimedia documents like videos, images,
and music tracks. Based on a viable similarity measure, multimedia information
retrieval systems can be made eﬀective in helping users retrieve the most relevant
multimedia information. For example, with an eﬀective similarity measure, 1) mul-
timedia search systems can ﬁnd users the most needed documents by returning the
nearest ones to the user query (which can also be a multimedia document); 2) mul-
timedia recommendation systems can suggest the most relevant/similar documents
to the one a user is currently interested in; and 3) multimedia browsing systems
can represent a collection of multimedia documents as a meaningful cluster hier-
archy for users’ easy navigation. As its important position revealed in multimedia
information retrieval in general, similarity measures also play a key role in music
1
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information retrieval (MIR) [50] which is a sub-area of multimedia information re-
trieval specialized in dealing with music documents and their related information.
1.1.1 Multimodal Fusion based Similarity Measures
Early works on multimedia similarity measures focused on ﬁnding eﬀective simi-
larity measures on a single aspect of the multi-faceted multimedia documents, e.g.,
on low-level features (colors, texture of images, video boundary/motion, and Mel-
frequency Cepstral Coeﬃcients of music) [58], on high-level concepts (objects of
images, events of videos, and music genre/mood) [38, 20], or on a certain aspect of
the metadata like title, caption, or tags [27]. More recent works started to adopt a
multimodal fusion approach to combine the multiple facets for more eﬀective and
comprehensive similarity measures [51, 76].
In music information retrieval ﬁeld, there has been intense research on music
similarity measures and the solutions proposed so far can be generally classiﬁed
into three independent families:
Metadata-based similarity measure (MBSM) - Text retrieval techniques are used
to compare the similarity between the input keywords and the metadata around
music items [2, 3]. The keywords could include the title, author, genre, performer’s
name, etc. The main disadvantage is that high-level domain knowledge is essential
for creating the metadata and music facet (timbre, rhythm, melody, etc.) identiﬁ-
cation. It would be very expensive and diﬃcult to represent this information using
human languages.
Content-based similarity measure (CBSM) - Extracting temporal and spectral
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features from music items for use as content descriptors has a relatively long his-
tory. It can be used as musical content representation to facilitate applications
[22, 41, 75] for searching similar music recordings in a database by content-related
queries (audio clips, humming, tapping, etc.). However, the previous research
on music content similarity measures focused mainly on a single aspect similarity
measure or a holistic similarity measure. In single aspect similarity, only limited
retrieval options are available. With this paradigm, end users have less ﬂexibility
to describe their information need. On the other hand, for the holistic similarity
measure [22], high dimensional feature space results in slow nearest neighbor ﬁnd-
ing or complex probability model comparison (Gaussian Mixture Models, etc.).
This is impractical for a commercial size database containing millions of songs.
In addition, either the single aspect or holistic similarity is not ﬂexible enough to
adapt with the users’ evolving music information needs or retrieval context. Even
worse, no personalization of the similarity measure is allowed.
Semantic description-based similarity measure (SDSM) - It is a proposed paradigm
originally developed for image and video retrieval [65]. The basic idea is to annotate
each music item in a collection using a vocabulary of predeﬁned words. Music can
be represented as a semantic multinomial distribution over the vocabulary. The
Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [65] is used to measure the distance between the
multinomial distributions of the query and a music record. The same problem of
limited description capability of human languages also exists in SDSM, since a lim-
ited number of keywords are used to describe music content. The large vocabulary
(easily hundreds of keywords) results in low eﬃcient indexing and ranking, thus
slow response time for large collections.
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1.1.2 Adaptive Multimodal Fusion based Similarity Mea-
sures
Multimodal fusion is an important research problem in information retrieval and
multimedia systems. Existing techniques can be categorized into: query-independent
fusion (QIF) and query-dependent fusion (QDF) schemes. In this section, we re-
view the two schemes and analyze their advantages.
QIF approaches apply the same combination strategy of multiple search experts
to all queries. It assumes that various modalities enjoy a ﬁxed contribution to
the retrieval performance regardless of the actual query topics. One typical QIF
method was proposed by Shaw and Fox for text retrieval [61]. The main advantage
of QIF methods is their computational eﬃciency and simplicity. However, it does
not provide adaptive fusion solutions to varied query topics of users’ information
need. QIF methods suﬀer from the fact that the performance of an individual
modality varies considerably for diﬀerent query topics.
In this case, QDF becomes a natural solution. It oﬀers better adaptiveness for
various query types. In the methods [73, 15], the training queries were manually
designed by domain experts. A limited number of query-classes were manually
discovered based on the query topics with the hope that all queries in a class
share similar combination weights. This approach suﬀers from two main disad-
vantages. Firstly, it is highly complex to determine whether the actual underlying
combination weights of the queries in each class are similar. In addition, domain
knowledge and human eﬀorts are needed to deﬁne meaningful classes. In [33, 32],
a clustering approach was proposed to automatically discover classes based on
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the manually designed query pool of TRECVID [64]. All queries in a query class
share more similar combination weights compared to the approaches with man-
ually discovered classes. However, a common combination strategy is used for
all user queries that are classiﬁed into a class regardless of the query topic and
combination-weight diﬀerence within a class. These class-based query dependent
fusion approaches with a single class to represent user queries are termed “CQDF-
Single” in this chapter. To achieve better fusion eﬀectiveness, Yan et al. proposed
the probabilistic latent query analysis (pLQA) [72]. The key innovation is that
combination weights of an incoming query can be reconstructed by a mixture of
query classes (termed “CQDF-Mixture”). The scheme has been evaluated in video
retrieval over TRECVID’02∼’05 collections and meta-search on the TREC-8 col-
lection. This approach oﬀers better resolution in a query-to-combination-weights
mapping. However, its estimation model assumes that diﬀerent queries in each
query class share the same combination weights. The latest QDF method pro-
posed by Xie et al. [71] represented a user query by the linear combination of its
ﬁrst K nearest neighbors in the raw training query set (termed “QDF-KNN”).
This QDF model oﬀers better resolution from query-to-combination-weights map-
ping, but suﬀers from high computational load of nearest neighbor searching in a
large training set.
For the works on multimodal fusion based similarity measures, most of them
adopted a static fusion approach, which means the fusion strategy (e.g. combina-
tion weights in linear fusion cases) is ﬁxed for all multimedia documents regardless
of the actual content of the documents or the context of the users. The latest
works on query-dependent fusion for multimedia retrieval [15, 73, 33, 72, 71, 32]
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have demonstrated that using more adaptive fusion strategies based on the content
of the multimedia documents can enhance the eﬀectiveness of similarity measures
in MIR systems. However, the current works on query-dependent fusion have their
limitations. Using a class-based [15, 73, 72] or clustering [33] based approach, the
correlation between the fusion strategy and the query content may not be optimal.
In addition, their approaches in labeling training data manually involve expensive
human eﬀorts in system development, which may not scale well in practical ap-
plications. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, no query-dependent fusion
has been researched in music information retrieval domain, where music documents
possess their unique structure and characteristics.
1.2 Research Aims
Based on the literature review on multimodal fusion based music similarity mea-
sure, we can see that in music information retrieval (MIR) ﬁeld the most signiﬁcant
music modalities for achieving eﬀective MIR performance are not clear. In addi-
tion, how to combine diﬀerent music aspects (e.g., genre, mood, tempo, etc.) in an
optimal way regarding the online queries or the music content is not well addressed.
Diﬀerent fusion approaches are not well evaluated for their suitable application sce-
narios in MIR. Further research needs to be conducted on the above areas so that
the performance of MIR applications and systems can be improved. In general, the
research discoveries in music information retrieval domain may also be applicable
in other multimedia applications.
Based on the literature review and research gaps on music information retrieval,
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my research focus is to construct more eﬀective similarity measures for MIR appli-
cations by improving the adaptiveness of similarity measures within a comprehen-
sive adaptive multimodal fusion framework. I investigate the multiple modalities
in music documents that are informative to end users. In addition, I propose an
adaptive fusion framework to derive similarity measures, which can combine the
multiple modalities optimally depending on the content of the music documents
being compared and the context of the music documents they are currently in.
More speciﬁcally, the thesis contains the following objectives:
• Investigate a multi-faceted music similarity measure in the application sce-
nario of multimodal music search and determine whether the customization
of diﬀerent music facets will improve the relevance of search results (Chap-
ter 2);
• Propose a query-dependent fusion approach for the multimodal music search
and investigate the inﬂuence of the music content on the fusion weights
(Chapter 3);
• Evaluate the eﬀectiveness of multimodal fusion approaches in multimedia
content analysis tasks and violin music transcription. Introduce a visual
modality, i.e., bowing and ﬁngering of the violin playing, to infer onsets,
thus enhancing the audio-only violin music transcription (Chapter 4);
The investigation of the multi-faceted music similarity measure should be help-
ful in determining whether adaptive or user-customized similarity measures are
useful to improve search relevancy. The query-dependent fusion approach should
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shed light on how to further improve the adaptiveness of music similarity mea-
sures. The evaluation of the fusion techniques in multimodal violin transcription
should be useful to validate the eﬀectiveness of fusion approaches in multimodal
music applications. The proposed methodology and research ﬁndings may also be
applied in other multimedia ﬁelds, such as image and video, although the detailed
investigation is not within the scope of the current study.
1.3 Methodology
The philosophy of the adaptive multimodal fusion approach is that: multimedia
documents consist of multiple facets such as data modalities (video, image, audio,
and text) and content aspects (genre, mood, lyrics, rhythm, etc.); the information
importance of diﬀerent facets of multimedia documents in measuring their sim-
ilarity is dependent on their actual content or the user context. Therefore, the
fusion strategy to combine the multiple facets should vary accordingly rather than
staying static.
Intuitive examples are: in the video search scenario where the text query of
a named person (Hu Jintao) is input, the search engine should give more weight
to the face identity (Hu Jintao, Obama, etc.) more than the general scene label
(indoor, outdoor, etc.) in order to ﬁnd the most relevant results [32]; in the music
search case where users want to ﬁnd more similar music in terms of rhythm to
the one they are listening to, the search engine should give more weight to the
rhythm content features more than the metadata description, because metadata
hardly describes the music rhythm well [78].
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We propose a general framework of adaptive multimodal fusion to construct
more eﬀective multimedia similarity measures. In this framework, we treat each
multimedia document as anN -faceted object represented as a feature vector matrix
M = [f1, ..., fN ] where fi is the column feature vector for the i-th facet. Each
facet is treated as an independent information source in measuring a sub-similarity
di(fj,i, fk,i) between Mj and Mk. The combination weight wi of di is a function
of the actual content of the two documents (represented by Mj and Mk) or the
user context (deﬁned as a context proﬁle C). Based on the above discussion, the





wi(Mj ,Mk, C) · di(fj,i, fk,i). (1.1)
My research builds upon the foundation of previous research on single-faceted
similarity measures, i.e., di(fj,i, fk,i) in Eq. (1.1). My research focus is to design
suitable adaptive fusion functions, i.e., wi(Mj ,Mk, C) in Eq. (1.1), and compare
the proposed framework with the previous methods in MIR applications.
1.4 Contributions
As detailed in Chapter 2, we propose a multi-faceted music similarity measure in
the application of multimodal music search [76]. In this work, we argue that music
documents are multi-faceted and the music similarity depends on diﬀerent user
contexts. For the same user query (textual keywords and/or a music example),
users may want to search similar music tracks based on diﬀerent music facets in
diﬀerent search operations. Experiments on a large scale dataset from real-life
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online data (YouTube) have shown that our approach allows users to customize
the preferred music facets for similarity measure and thus, provides users more
relevant search results in dynamic user contexts1.
In Chapter 3, we propose a query-dependent fusion approach for the application
of multimodal music search, where we investigate the inﬂuence of the music con-
tent on the fusion weights. We propose a regression model for the query-dependent
fusion approach and prove that the regression model is superior to previous meth-
ods in both eﬀectiveness and eﬃciency. In addition, we also propose an automatic
approach to convert online folksonomy data into a music ontology. From the on-
tology, many queries can be sampled automatically to train a MIR system with
better generalization performance. With automatically sampled rather than man-
ually designed queries, human involvement is also reduced signiﬁcantly during the
system development [78].
In Chapter 4, we investigate the eﬀectiveness of multimodal fusion approaches
in the multimedia content analysis task, violin music transcription [77]. We intro-
duce the visual modality, i.e., bowing and ﬁngering of the violin playing, to infer
onsets, thus enhancing the audio-only violin music transcription. We also evaluate
state-of-the-art multimodal fusion techniques to fuse audio and visual modalities.
The experimental results show that the fusion-based violin transcription improves
the performance signiﬁcantly. We build an audio-visual fusion based violin tran-
scription prototype system to aid violin tutoring in home environment, which can
provide more accurate transcribed results as learning feedback even in acoustically
inferior environments.
1A prototype system is available: http://mir.comp.nus.edu.sg
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Over the past decade, empowered by advances in networking, data compression and
digital storage, modern information systems dealt with ever-increasing amounts of
music data from various domain applications. Consequently, the development of
advanced Music Information Retrieval (MIR) techniques has gained great momen-
tum as a means to facilitate eﬀective music organization, browsing, and searching.
One of the typical examples is that an end user might issue a text-based query to
search for music records performed by a particular artist.
As one of the most fundamental components for MIR applications, how to mea-
sure and model similarity between music items is an important yet challenging
research question [10]. This is because music information can contain rich seman-
12
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Figure 2.1: The conceptual framework of CompositeMap for eﬀective multi-model
music similarity measure.
tics and the related representations of low-level features are high-dimensional in
nature.
Table 2.1 summarizes the existing work for music similarity measures. We can
see that the similarity between two musical items can be measured frommultiple di-
mensions in terms of title, author, genre, melody, rhythm, tempo, instrumentation,
etc. These dimensions are not independent. Diﬀerent emphasis on each dimension
will result in diﬀerent similarity between the same two music items [10, 21].
Motivated by the above observations, we propose a novel framework for mul-
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tifaceted music similarity measure. The key innovation of this study is to de-
sign and develop a comprehensive representation of music items called Compos-
iteMap. Using CompositeMap, music content-related dimensions (genre, mood,
tempo, melody, etc.) are modeled as Fuzzy Music Semantic Vectors (FMSVs) and
social information-related dimensions are described as Document Vectors (DVs).
Adaptive similarity between music items can be measured using each individual
musical dimension, or by any combination of those dimensions based on user’s
preferred music information need in each search process. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the ﬁrst method to seamlessly integrate the metadata, content, and
semantic description-based similarity measure into a single framework. Moreover,
personalization of music similarity can be easily enabled in related applications,
where end users with certain information needs in a particular context are able to
specify their desirable dimensions to retrieve similar music items. By better mod-
eling users’ search targets based on customized music dimensions, we can create
more comprehensive similarity measures and improve the music retrieval accuracy.
Compared with SDSM, high-level semantic concepts of a common music facet are
grouped into a single music dimension. For example, tens of genre classes are
grouped into a genre dimension. Therefore, each music dimension contains much
fewer components than the whole vocabulary in SDSM. This advantage can pro-
vide more eﬃcient music query and ranking in large databases. In addition, we also
developed an indexing structure based on the LSH algorithm [4] to further improve
the eﬃciency of the retrieval process. We implemented a showcase system of key-
word and content-based music searching based on YouTube music data. Evaluation
results based on two large-scale data sets collected from YouTube demonstrate the
various advantages of the proposed scheme for music similarity measure.
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The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.2, we give a
detailed introduction of the proposed framework. Section 2.3 describes the exper-
imental setup. Evaluation results are discussed in Section 2.4.
2.2 The Framework
To address the problem raised in Sec. 2.1, a novel framework is developed to facili-
tate eﬀective and ﬂexible music information retrieval. As illustrated in Fig. 3.1, this
multi-layer structure consists of two major functionality modules: music signature
generation and indexing. In this approach, we propose a compact music signature,
called Fuzzy Music Semantic Vector (FMSV). FMSV can explicitly describe each
music content-related dimension in a structured and human-understandable way.
A conceptual diagram is presented in Fig. 2.2. By further representing the social
information dimensions as Document Vectors (DVs) [44], a novel scheme called
CompositeMap is proposed to map multiple and cross-modal music dimensions
into a uniﬁed representation. These music dimensions further span a music space,
in which adaptive music similarity can be measured between any two music items.
Each dimension can be indexed separately using incremental Locality Sensitive
Hashing (iLSH) or inverted list in the indexing module. This framework facilitates
ﬂexible retrieval by involving user’s personalization of preferred musical facets.
2.2.1 Fuzzy Music Semantic Vector - FMSV
To represent each music content-related dimension, we design a new representation
- Fuzzy Music Semantic Vector (FMSV). We deﬁne the i-th music dimension as
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a FMSV, f i = [fi,1 ... fi,Ni ]
T , 0 ≤ fi,j ≤ 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ Ni. For music dimension
related to classiﬁcation (genre, mood, etc.), Ni is the number of classes in the i-th
music dimension and fi,j indicates the probability that the music item belongs
to the j-th class of the i-th music dimension. For other content-related music
dimensions (tempo, melody, etc.), Ni is the number of normalized values, fi,j, of
that music dimension1. We further employ Document Vectors (DVs) [44], d =
[di,1 ... di,Ni]
T , to model each social information-related music dimension, where
di,j ∈ {0, 1} and di,j = 1 indicates the j-th word in a dictionary exists in the
i-th music dimension. All music dimensions are represented as real vectors with
diﬀerent number of components (we notate both FMSV and DV by f from here).
Based on FMSV and DV, a music item can be represented as the set of all music
dimensions, M = {fi|1 ≤ i ≤ N}. Examples of FMSVs and DVs for diﬀerent
music dimensions are illustrated in Fig. 2.2, in which the positions on genre, mood
or comments axis illustrate the diﬀerent vector values of FMSVs or DVs.
As discussed in [10, 13, 43], music semantic concepts are usually represented
by rigid human labels, e.g., classical for a genre type. However, music concepts
are fuzzy in nature. Humans do not always agree on a single label for the same
music item. Besides, human labels may be too broad to compare the similarity
between two music items. These observations imply that human labels are not
good representations of musical semantics when measuring music similarity.
We propose FMSV to represent each high-level music dimension. It represents
the probabilities that a music item belongs to each class of that dimension or the
most probable values that dimension has. It reveals the fuzzy nature (uncertainty)
1Lower-case bold letters notate column vectors. Italic letters notate scalars. Calligraphic upper-case letters
notate sets.
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of music space with exemplar music dimensions: genre,
mood, and comments.
of human’s perception, which is a more accurate representation of human’s musical
opinions. FMSVs are well structured and human understandable, which allows
direct interaction between users and the music signature. FMSVs are eﬃcient
to compute, as the FMSV of each music dimension has many fewer components
(e.g., ≈ 10 in genre [22]) than existing audio features (e.g., ≈ 100 in Sec. 2.2.3).
The human-understandable nature allows FMSVs to be customized to represent
diﬀerent sets of classes in various applications. These properties not only make
FMSVs eﬀective to represent music but also ﬂexible to use and eﬃcient to index
in music retrieval applications.
2.2.2 Adaptive Music Similarity Measure
With the above description, we can see that distance between two music items
Mj and Mk in the i-th music dimension fi can be measured by the normalized
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Euclidean metric as:







(f ji,l − fki,l)2 (2.1)






With all the N music dimensions, we can span a music space in which musical
items can be characterized by clear and musically meaningful concepts. The music
space can be customized by users into a subspace, P = {(pi, wpi)|1 ≤ pi ≤ N, 1 ≤
i ≤ NP , NP ≤ N}, by choosing the most interesting dimensions pi and specifying
their preferred weights, wpi ∈ [0, 1]. In P, a customized music similarity measure









where α and β are normalizing factors. If α = 2 e+1
e−1 and β =
2
e−1 , Sim(Mj,Mk;P) ∈
[0, 1]. e is the base of natural logarithm.
2.2.3 CompositeMap: From Rigid Acoustic
Features to Adaptive FMSVs
In order to map low-level acoustic features into FMSVs for content related music
dimensions (Fig. 2.3) and to map text information into DVs for social information
related music dimensions [44], a supervised learning based scheme, called Com-
positeMap, is developed to generate a new feature space. During the mapping of
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Figure 2.3: CompositeMap: from rigid acoustic features to adaptive FMSVs.
FMSVs, the most eﬀective heuristic feature sets are selected to ensure reasonable
prediction accuracy. Then a feature selection algorithm is applied to reduce dimen-
sionality. Eﬃcient multi-class probability estimation is then conducted to generate
FMSVs. For the mapping of non-classiﬁcation related FMSVs, we directly calcu-
late their most probable values. For example, for tempo and melody we compute
the beat histogram and pitch histogram as their FMSVs, respectively.
Audio Feature Extraction and Selection
In this framework, we consider various audio features. Based on their musical
meanings, we categorized the employed features as follows:
Timbral features represent the timbral texture of musical sounds. Timbral
features are calculated based on the magnitude spectrum of short time Fourier
transform (STFT) and include: Spectral Centroid, Rolloﬀ, Flux, Low-Energy fea-
ture [67]; Spectral Contrast [43]; Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coeﬃcients(MFCCs) [40].
The total dimensionality is 20.
Temporal features represent musical properties based on time domain sig-
nals. They include: Zero Crossing Rate; Autocorrelation Coeﬃcients ; Waveform
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Moments ; Amplitude Modulation [43]. The total dimensionality is 15.
Spectral features complement timbral features in representing musical char-
acteristics by spectra. They include Auto-regressive (AR) features; Spectral Asym-
metry, Kurtosis, Flatness, Crest Factors, Slope, Decrease, Variation; Frequency
Derivative of Constant-Q Coeﬃcients ; Octave Band Signal Intensities [43]. The
total dimensionality is 20.
Rhythmic features represent musical timing characteristics of a music item.
They include: Beat Histogram [67]; Rhythm Strength, Regularity and Average
Tempo [43]. The total dimensionality is 12.
Melody features summarize the melody content of a music item. We employ
Pitch Histogram proposed in [67] as melody features. The total dimensionality is
48.
As noticed, low-level audio features contain many more components (115) than
FMSVs. High dimensionality of existing audio features has restricted the appli-
cability of content-based music retrieval in large collections. A feature selection
algorithm (Alg. 1) based on localized prediction error [48] is applied to reduce the
dimensionality of the combined features while maintaining relatively good predic-
tion accuracy. In Alg. 1, te is the stopping threshold of the decrease in prediction
accuracy. Feature selection can signiﬁcantly reduce the complexity of online pre-
diction at an aﬀordable cost of higher oﬄine computation.
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Algorithm 1: Feature selection algorithm.
Input: Initial feature set, F = {ci|1 ≤ i ≤ Nd};
training and testing databases, DBtr and DBte;
Output: Selected feature set, Fs = {csi |1 ≤ i ≤ N sd} ⊂ F ;
Description:
1: Train SVM using ePegasos on DBtr with features F ;
2: Compute the localized prediction error eo on DBte;
3: Let Fs := F ;
4: repeat
5: Train the classiﬁer on DBtr with feature set Fs;
6: for i = 1 to N sd do
7: Compute the localized prediction error, ei, by keeping c
s
i constant as its mean
on DBte; [48]
8: end for
9: Set r := argmini {ei|0 ≤ i ≤ N sd};
10: Set Fs := Fs \ {csr};
11: until er − eo > te
12: return Fs.
Multi-class Probability Estimation
In this study, Support Vector Machines (SVMs) are used for the purpose of multi-
class probability estimation. Based on an eﬃcient SVM training algorithm, Pe-
gasos [63], for binary classiﬁcation problems with only binary label output, we
propose an extended version, ePegasos, to support multi-class SVMs with proba-
bility estimates. The running time of Pegasos has an inverse dependency on the
training dataset. Based on our experimental results, we show that ePegasos reveals
the same desirable property: training a better generalized SVM with less run time
on a large database.
Pegasos is an iterative algorithm for optimizing SVM w on a given training set
S = {(xi, yi)}mi=1, where xi ∈ Rn and yi ∈ {+1,−1}. Each iteration involves a
stochastic gradient descent step and a projection step. By giving T , the number of
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iterations, and k, the number of samples used for calculating sub-gradients at each
iteration, Pegasos optimizes the following unconstrained training error function
with a penalty term for the norm of SVM being learned:
f(w;At) = λ
2




max{0, 1− y〈w,x〉} (2.3)
where At ⊂ S is formed by k samples selected i.i.d. from S at each iteration t. w
is initialized as zero vector and is updated at each iteration t as follows:
wt+ 1
2











where ηt = 1/(λt) is the learning rate, A+t is the set of samples on which w has
non-zero training error. To train kernel SVMs, wt can be calculated as wt =
∑
i∈It αixi, where It ⊂ {1, ..., m}. Then 〈wt,xt〉 =
∑
i∈It αi〈xi,xt〉 and ‖ wt ‖2=∑
i,j∈It αiαj〈xi,xj〉. Once w is trained, we employ the method proposed in [52] to
estimate the probability that an unknown sample belongs to class y = 1 as:
r+ =
1
1 + exp(A〈w,x〉+B) (2.6)
where A and B are estimated scalars by minimizing the error function using the
training data and their decision values.
Based on the above binary class SVM with a probability estimate, we further
employ the generalized Bradley-Terry model [30] to extend binary-probability Pe-
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gasos to support multi-class probability estimate. In K class classiﬁcation prob-
lems, one-against-the-rest scheme is employed to decouple the multi-class problem
















j=1 pj = 1, 0 ≤ pj, j = 1, ..., K.
(2.7)
to derive probability pj, j = 1, ..., K, that a unknown sample belongs to the j-th
class. Then the FMSV is formed as f = [p1 ... pK ]
T .
2.2.4 iLSH Indexing Structure
Inspired by the inverted index used in text retrieval, we develop a hybrid indexing
framework to index each music dimension separately by its most suitable algorithm
in order to build an overall eﬃcient index for the whole music space.
Music dimensions represented by FMSVs are indexed by a proposed incremen-
tal Locality Sensitive Hashing (iLSH). The original LSH was proposed in [4]. It
supports fast nearest neighbor search in high dimensional space with sub-linear
time, which is critical for large music database of millions of tracks. To better
suit our indexing solution to real application scenarios, such as on YouTube or
Last.fm, where new music samples are periodically added into existing indexes,
we propose an iLSH algorithm (Alg. 2) to eﬃciently update the existing index
structure without the need to recompute the whole index from scratch. iLSH is
desirable especially in a large database. In Alg. 2, the diﬀerence function for two
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Algorithm 2: Incremental Locality Sensitive Hashing.
Input: Initial set of samples S;
Additional online sets of samples Si, 1 ≤ i ≤ Ns;
Output: Index H for all samples;
Description:
1: Compute the parameter set Θ of the hashing structure H based on S;
2: Hash S into H [4];
3: Set the last update position of H, s := 1;
4: for i = 1 to Ns do
5: if | ∪ij=s Sj | < γ · |S| then
6: Hash Si into H and continue;
7: else
8: Compute the new parameter set Θ′ of the hashing structure H′ based on
S ∪ (∪ij=sSj);
9: if dif(Θ,Θ′) < tΘ then
10: Hash Si into H and continue;
11: else
12: Set H := H′, re-hash S ∪ (∪ij=sSj) into H;





sets of parameters is deﬁned as:







where Θ = {k, L}; k is the number of hashing functions chosen to construct a hash
table; L is the number of hash tables [4]. γ and tΘ are two update thresholds.
Inverted list [44] is used for music dimensions represented by DVs.
Based on the above indexing approach, the time complexity of online query
is sub-linear, O(NP · Nd · n1/c2), where NP is the number of customized music
dimensions, Nd is the highest number of components in all those music dimensions,
n is the total number of music items in the database, and c is the factor for
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approximate nearest neighbor ﬁnding in iLSH. In a commercial system, NP and
Nd will be small (≈ 10), while n is over a million. c > 1, can be tuned to trade oﬀ
between query accuracy and eﬃciency.
2.2.5 Composite Ranking
Based on users’ personalization input P discussed in 2.2.2, nearest music items
Mri to the query Mq are retrieved by iLSH in each of the customized dimensions,
(p, w) ∈ P. The adaptive music similarity measure, Sim(Mq,Mri;P), is then used
to rank all the returned items. As Sim(Mq,Mri;P) is of accumulative nature,
music items that are near to the query in more music dimensions are more likely
ranked top.
2.3 Experimental Conﬁguration
A music search system on top of YouTube APIs and Marsyas [66] was imple-
mented as an exemplar application of the proposed framework. In this section,
we give an introduction to the experimental conﬁguration used for the empirical
study. Sec. 2.3.1 describes query design and two music test collections. Sec. 2.3.2
details the methodology for the experimental study, hardware conﬁguration and
evaluation metric.
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Table 2.2: The hierarchy of the database, including 3020 music items. The number
of collected music items is indicated after each class label. Some music items are
shared by multiple music dimensions.









































































2.3.1 Design of Database and Query
By crawling the audio stream of music videos on YouTube, we built a test collection
(TS1 with 3020 music items) with YouTube social text information and manually
labeled content related tags (Table 2.2 shows its hierarchy). TS1 is labeled and
cross checked by multiple amateur musicians to ensure the validity of the ground
truth. TS1 is intended to evaluate the eﬀectiveness of FMSV generation and
compare the retrieval precision of FMSV with other audio signatures. A large
scale test collection (TS2 with 100,000 music items) with YouTube social text
information and the built FMSV description2 was built to evaluate the eﬀectiveness
of FMSV on large scale collections and the scalability of the proposed framework.
To simulate the realistic music search behavior, we design music queries with
diﬀerent levels of complexity in musical information need. Audio queries were
designed to allow personalization of any single music dimension or any combina-
tion of music dimensions. Some examples of the designed queries are listed in
2The YouTube ID lists, human labeled tags and audio features of both test collections can be obtained by
emailing the ﬁrst author.
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Table 2.3: Examples of designed queries to evaluate the example system for cus-
tomized music search.
No. Genre Mood Vocalness Instrument Comments
1 Country Passionate Male “Thank God I’m a Country Boy” by John Denver
2 Country Humorous Female “Landslide” by Dixie Chicks
3 HipHop Aggressive Male “Till I Collapse” by Eminem
4 Classical Nonvocal Violin “Partita No. 3” in E by Bach
5 Baroque Rollicking Nonvocal Piano “First Impressions” by William Goldstein
6 Romantic Rollicking Nonvocal Guitar “Another Day” by Dream Theater
7 Metal Aggressive “The Metal Lyrics” by Tenacious D
... ...... ...... ...... ...... ......
23 Baroque Rollicking Nonvocal Piano “Aria” by Daniel Barenboim
24 Nonvocal Snare “Krystal Klear” Snare Drum Solo by Scott Fair-
dosi
25 Passionate Nonvocal DrumKit “Travis Barker Superbowl Drum Remix” by Haven
Lamoureux
Table 2.3. Each query is associated with diﬀerent music dimensions, which simu-
lates the search situation that diﬀerent users may want to search similar music to
the query based on its diﬀerent music aspects, i.e., genre, mood, etc. Users can
form low complex queries (customize one music dimension) or high complex queries
(customize more dimensions) to search for their wanted music.
2.3.2 Methodology
24 subjects volunteered for the evaluation. 10 of them are amateur musicians,
familiar with various music styles and taxonomy. The other 14 are music hobbyists.
It is noted that for each audio query, the class labels of each music dimension only
serve as a reference. The subjects do not need to know the actual meaning of all
the class labels in order to judge the similarity of the returned results. They just
need to distinguish diﬀerent music dimensions.
For each test collection, the same methodology was applied to conduct exper-
iments. A brieﬁng was conducted before the experiment to make sure subjects
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understood the experimental procedure and were familiar with the music dimen-
sions to be used. Firstly, subjects were asked to do searches with low complex
queries by randomly selecting an audio query of one customized music dimension.
For each search task, subjects needed to judge whether each of the ﬁrst 30 returned
results was similar to the query in the customized music dimension. For a com-
plete trial, each subject repeated this with each of the music dimensions customized
and an audio query randomly selected. With this procedure, we guaranteed that
over each music dimension, the same number of searches were performed and the
selected queries for each dimension were uniformly distributed among all the de-
signed queries. Secondly, high complex queries were used for searches by subjects.
We followed the methodology described above to ask each subject to conduct at
least one complete trail over all combinations of the music dimensions. When more
music dimensions were customized, the returned result is considered relevant as
long as it was similar to the query in any of the music dimensions.
Precision@n is used as the metric to evaluate the retrieval eﬀectiveness. It
is deﬁned as the percentage of the relevant results in the top n returned ones.
The average precision@{5-30} was measured for search tasks of both low and high
complex queries. The average runing/response time were employed to evaluate
the system eﬃciency. All experiments were conducted on a DELL PowerEdge
2970 workstation with 2 CPUs (each is a Quad-Core Intel Xeon E5420, 2x6MB
cache CPU) and 32GB memory (DDR-2 667MHz).
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2.4 Result Analysis
In this section, we study the proposed framework from two main aspects - eﬀec-
tiveness and eﬃciency.
2.4.1 Eﬀectiveness Study
Eﬀectiveness of FMSV generation
Eﬀective FMSV generation plays a very important role on the ﬁnal performance
of the whole system. For music dimensions, such as genre, mood, instrument, and
vocalness, multi-class SVMs were trained using randomly selected 50% of music
items in each class and evaluated using the rest on TS1. 10 evaluation trials were
conducted. The average classiﬁcation accuracy and standard deviation are listed
in Table 2.4. These accuracies of our approach are comparable to the state of the
art performances [22]. The high quality FMSV generation is the foundation of
accurate music retrieval.
Table 2.4: The average classiﬁcation accuracy and standard deviation using FMSV
for classiﬁcations.
Genre Mood Vocal Instrument
61.0±1.4 70.7±0.6 71.6 ± 2.3 75.9 ± 3.4
Eﬀectiveness of search
Based on TS1, we compare the retrieval eﬀectiveness of FMSV with other audio
signatures: existing audio features (AF), described in Sec. 2.2.3, and the trans-
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formed audio features by principal component analysis (AFPCA). For AF, all the
115 features components were combined as a music signature for genre/mood di-
mensions, and 55 feature components (without rhythmic and melody features) were
combined for instrument/vocalness. For AFPCA, 95% data variance was retained
during PCA, which corresponds to 18 and 12 feature components for genre/mood
and instrument/vocalness, respectively. 50% of data were used to train FMSV and
AFPCA, the rest were used for testing.
Fig. 2.4 shows the precision@{5-30} of searches using FMSV, AF and AFPCA
for low complex queries. In each of the four music dimensions, FMSV clearly
outperforms AF and AFPCA with statistically signiﬁcant improvement. Fig. 2.5
illustrates their retrieval precision for high complex queries. It is noted that when
personalizing more music dimensions, search precision consistently gets better than
personalizing one music dimension. With high complex queries, FMSV still per-
forms the best. In some queries with genre+instrument or genre+vocalness cus-
tomized, FMSV reveals more improvement than with low complex queries. Those
results imply that music content representation based on FMSV carries more useful
information and enjoy superior discrimination capability. It leads to better search
accuracy.
Fig. 2.6 illustrates the average precision of FMSV for low/high complex queries
on TS2. One thing worth noting is that while the size of test collection becomes
larger, FMSV still can sustain superior retrieval accuracy. This result demonstrates
the robustness of FMSV from another perspective.
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Figure 2.4: Average precision@{5-30} comparison for low complex queries on TS1.












































































Figure 2.5: Average precision@{5-30} comparison for high complex queries on TS1.
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Figure 2.6: Average precision@{5-30} of FMSV for both low and high complex
queries on TS2.
































Figure 2.7: The average running time of SMO and ePegasos in training multi-class
SVMs with probability estimate on diﬀerent sized datasets.
2.4.2 Eﬃciency Study
Eﬃciency of FMSV generation
Training SVMs could be a very time consuming process. In the ﬁrst set of experi-
ment, we evaluate ePegasos over a large data set, the Reuters CCAT3. The main
purpose of this study is to show that using the proposed algorithm, SVM training
time has inverse dependency on the size of training data, provided that the same
generalization error is maintained. The left sub-ﬁgure of Fig. 2.7 shows the average
running time of ePegasos training a multi-class SVM on CCAT. It is noted that
the running time decreases when more and more training data are provided. On
3CCAT consists of 804,414 samples with 47,236 components.
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Figure 2.8: The indexing and query time comparison in incremental indexing sce-
nario.
large data sets, this is desirable to train SVMs with less running time and better
generalization performance.
We further compare the average running time of ePegasos and SMO4 on a
smaller scale genre feature set to show its eﬃciency. As shown in the right sub-
ﬁgure of Fig. 2.7, the running time of ePegasos almost stays the same as more
training data are added, while the running time of SMO increases dramatically.
Due to the much smaller scale of the genre feature set compared with CCAT, the
running time of ePegasos is already very low and does not decrease as dramatically
as on CCAT.
In the feature selection algorithm (Alg. 1), the stopping threshold te was set
as 0.03. With this setting, 30 out of 115 features were selected for genre/mood
dimensions and 20 out of 55 features were selected for instrument/vocalness. The
average FMSV generation time for a 3-minute music item is reduced from 1.561
to 1.303 seconds and from 1.334 to 1.127 seconds, respectively. The 0.2 seconds
improvement is signiﬁcant as it constitutes more than 10% of the total response
time (≈ 1.7 seconds), described in Sec. 2.4.2.
4SMO is used in LIBSVM, an eﬃcient SVM implementation package.
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Eﬃciency of index construction and query processing
For large MIR systems, economic maintenance cost is another important concern.
In this study, we compare the average index construction time of iLSH and LSH in
the following scenario: ﬁrstly index a static data set, which contains 1,000,000 data
samples of 15 components with value ranging from 0 to 1 to simulate FMSVs; then
update the index structure when 20,000 new samples are added into the data set at
regular time instances. The size of the initial static data set is at the comparable
order of commercial music databases, such as YouTube and Last.fm. The number
of samples added at each time instance simulates the music items uploaded by
users on YouTube or created by new artists on Last.fm in a period of time. This
scenario considers the need of incremental indexing in real life applications.
Fig. 2.8 shows the average index construction time of 10 runs with γ = 0.1
and tΘ = 0.08. iLSH performs signiﬁcantly better than LSH at most of the time
instances, as iLSH only updates the index structure instead of re-indexing from
scratch like LSH. At the time instances when iLSH performs a complete update
(re-indexing), its running time is the same as LSH.
The average top-100 query time of iLSH/LSH was compared with KD-tree [9].
The average query time of 100 queries is illustrated in Fig. 2.8. It is noted that
iLSH and LSH has the same query time (≈ 100 ms in a data set of 1.6 million
samples), as they follow the same procedure to search nearest neighbors. Their
query time is signiﬁcantly lower than KD-tree over all sized data sets.
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Figure 2.9: The average response time of search in single music dimension on
various data set scales.
Eﬃciency of search
In Fig. 2.9, we compared the average top-100 response time of a search process
including query upload, music signature generation, query, and ranking for a sin-
gle music dimension. Diﬀerent music signatures (FMSV, AF, and AFPCA) on
various sized data sets were evaluated. Since FMSV has many fewer components
(≈ 10) than AF (115), the response time using FMSV is signiﬁcantly less than
using AF, especially on large data set. After applying PCA on AF (AFPCA),
the response time is reduced compared with AF. However, due to the concern of
retrieval eﬀectiveness, enough features must be retained in PCA (could be > 10).
This adds unpredictable factors to the response time, as diﬀerent feature sets need
to keep diﬀerent number of components in PCA. In our system, as AFPCA has
more features than FMSV, its response time is longer. As the data set gets larger,
the response time of FMSV remains acceptable (≈ 0.5 seconds on the data set
with 3000 samples and ≈ 1.7 seconds on the data set with 1 million samples). The
ﬂexible indexing approach of the framework allows easy parallel implementation of
music search over multiple music dimensions. Therefore, the above response time
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is illustrative even when searching is with multiple music dimensions.
With fast response time in each music dimension and eﬃcient parallel com-






As the amount of information on the Internet grows dramatically, the information
retrieval (IR) technology advances by combining multiple complementary sources
to better satisfy users’ information need. Particularly, multimodal based schemes
are becoming one of the most important trends in media (such as audio, image
and video) retrieval today. It holds great potential to be applied in many diﬀerent
applications including: web search where the relevance of a web page to a text
query is scored based on its body text, anchor text, and its linking relation to other
pages [31]; multimedia search where the textual metadata of a video, a image, or a
music track (e.g., titles, tags, descriptions) and their content features (e.g., motion
intensity, texture, timbre) are combined to rank the media documents [73, 49, 18];
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Figure 3.1: The framework of regression-on-folksonomy based query-dependent
fusion for eﬀective multimodal search.
and meta-search where multiple ranked lists from diﬀerent search engines are fused
into a more relevant one [61]. The development of advanced fusion techniques
enables IR to fully unleash the power of information from diﬀerent modalities.
Leveraging this technology will allow retrieval systems to deliver better quality
results over a wide range of queries.
Currently, the most simple and eﬃcient fusion approach is Query Independent
Fusion (QIF), which applies the same combination strategy in search to any type
of queries. The disadvantage of this approach is its low query accuracy and poor
scalability to cover the high complexity of various query topics. Research shows
that diﬀerent underlying search modalities could provide diﬀerent levels of contri-
bution to the ﬁnal performance of a retrieval process. This observation suggests
the superiority of Query Dependent Fusion (QDF) strategies, where the combina-
tion strategy of a search can be adjusted based on user’s search intention. The
desirable solution of QDF is to derive the optimal combination strategy for each
possible query of a targeted application. While QDF achieves better performance
against QIF, existing approaches still suﬀer from two main weaknesses.
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Firstly, previous QDF approaches [15, 73, 33, 72, 71, 32] relied on manually
designed queries in the TRECVID test collections [64] as the training samples.
Due to the high labor cost in designing query topics, only a small number of
queries (∼100) were available for training and evaluating a system which is to
be used against a large number of unseen user queries. This approach is less
practical for two reasons: 1) it increases labor cost greatly in designing queries
during the system development; 2) it also signiﬁcantly limits the knowledge scope
of the training queries, which may result in poor generalization performance when
predicting combination strategies on unseen user queries.
Secondly, many existing QDF schemes [15, 73, 33, 72, 71, 32] predicted the
combination strategy for each query by following the procedure of query feature
extraction, query matching, and combination weight optimization. The query
matching step may seem redundant and less eﬃcient, if it is possible to learn
a model which directly predicts the optimal combination strategy from certain
features of each query. The direct prediction of combination strategy may also
lessen the model constraints imposed by the explicit query matching. In addition,
it would be important to achieve an eﬃcient fusion and online learning process to
accommodate and learn from a large number of unseen user queries simultaneously.
Unfortunately, no existing study investigates how to improve the eﬃciency and the
adaptive learning aspect of QDF for such purposes.
Motivated by the above observations, this chapter studies the problem of how
to eﬀectively combine heterogeneous knowledge sources to facilitate accurate and
eﬃcient QDF for multimodal music search. We design and implement a novel
framework called “folksonomy-RQDF” whose architecture is illustrated in Fig. 3.1.
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Distinguished from the previous QDF approaches only considering very limited
amount of knowledge, our approach contributes to QDF research for multimodal
music search in the following aspects.
A comprehensive knowledge base extracted from the World Wide
Web - With the phenomenal growth of social network sites, such as Last.fm,
MySpace, YouTube, and Wikipedia,1 researchers have noticed that search queries
and online tags created by a common user population are strongly coupled in ex-
pressing users’ information need [45]. Researchers also explored the possibility
to construct an ontology of the knowledge space of users’ information need from
folksonomy data [46]. In this work, we follow those beliefs and explore the possi-
bility of automatically forming user queries based on the online folksonomy data.
Those automatically-generated queries can be used as comprehensive training and
evaluation data in the QDF system.
Automatic training example generation - This approach saves a large
amount of human labor in forming training examples. It enables the training
of the QDF system on a comparable knowledge scope to the potential unseen
queries, which will signiﬁcantly improve the generalization performance of the sys-
tem against unseen queries. As shown in our music search experiments in Sec-
tion 3.5, the retrieval accuracy can be boosted by a statistically signiﬁcant amount
when more automatically-generated queries are used for training.
Advanced regression model for eﬀective QDF - In this study, the QDF
process is modeled as a regression problem from a query to its combination strategy.
This concept not only removes the model constraints of the query matching step
1
http://www.last.fm, http://www.myspace.com, http://www.youtube.com, http://www.wikipedia.com,
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for better eﬀectiveness, but also eliminates the redundant computation during the
online prediction of the combination strategy. It also simpliﬁes the query feature
extraction by employing a concise and eﬃcient document vector [44] model instead
of using complex natural language processing (NLP) techniques in the previous
QDF methods. In addition, we propose an eﬃcient algorithm to learn a Support
Vector Regression model, whose run-time has inverse dependence on the size of
the training set.
A comprehensive experimental study shows that the proposed framework enjoys
superior retrieval accuracy, eﬃciency (in both oﬄine training and online predic-
tion), and robustness in the multimodal music search application compared with
the previous QDF methods. Consequently, those advantages enable our approach
to oﬀer better practicality for the system development in many real-life applica-
tions.
A detailed comparison between previous multimodal fusion methods and the
proposed folksonomy-RQDF approach is summarized in Table 3.1. We can see that
the previous QDF methods impose expensive human involvement in query or class
design which greatly limits their feasibility in real-life applications. In addition,
the previous QDF schemes are mainly developed for text or video retrieval. To
the best of our knowledge, no scheme has been proposed or tested for large-scale
music information retrieval.
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 describes the construction of
a social query space from online folksonomy data and the automatic formation of
social queries . Section 3.3 formulates the proposed regression model for QDF.
Section 3.4 and 3.5 detail the experimental setup and results.
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Table 3.1: The comparison of diﬀerent fusion schemes for multimodal search.

















































































3.2 Automatic Query Formation








244 tags were collected for the genre dimension; 286 tags for the mood di-
mension; 454 tags (instrument names) for the instrument dimension; and 13
tags for the vocalness dimension.








Wikipedia disambiguation pages were used for homonyms.
Particular Wikipedia pages, like “Genre#Music genres”,
“List of musical instruments”, were used to ﬁnd hyponyms. WordNet
is used to ﬁnd synonyms and hyponyms. All labels were grouped into
clusters: 8 clusters for genre, 4 clusters for mood, 4 clusters for instrument,
and 4 clusters for vocalness.
Due to human labor constraints, the previous QDF approaches [15, 73, 33, 72,
71, 32] relied on a small number (∼100) of manually designed queries to train
a query-to-combination-weights mapping. The limited knowledge scope of users’
information need represented by the few hand-crafted queries greatly diminishes











































































































































































































































































































Figure 3.2: The semantic structure of the music social query space. The font size
of a tag indicates its popularity on Last.fm.
the generalization performance of QDF systems against a large number of unseen
user queries issued from a much wider knowledge scope of users’ information need.
To overcome this problem, we propose a method to automatically form a large
number (in millions) of queries from readily available online folksonomy data. In or-
der to simulate unseen user queries in a comprehensive manner, the automatically-
formed queries from folksonomy data (termed “social queries”) should have the
following properties:
P.1: Social queries cover a comparable knowledge scope of the users’ information
need in unseen user queries;
P.2: They have the same semantic structure as unseen user queries;
P.3: They reveal similar distributions of unseen user queries over various query
topics.
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In this section, we describe the automatic formation of social queries from folk-
sonomy data with a case study in multimodal music search domain. Validated
in our experiments, the formed social queries fulﬁlled the above properties and
contributed to the superior generalization performance of the QDF system.
3.2.1 Folksonomies to Social Query Space
In [45], the authors suggested that searching and tagging are dual activities gov-
erned by the information need of a common user population, and it is reasonable to
use tag data to approximate user queries in analyzing user behaviors and improv-
ing search accuracy. Therefore, by using the online tag records (folksonomy) as the
vocabulary in forming social queries, P.1 of the formed queries will be preserved.
Based on the tag set of the folksonomy, the simplest way to automatically form
social queries is to randomly select a reasonable number of tags as a description
of a user’s information need and concatenate the tags together as a social query.
However, a set of plain tags does not suﬃce to generate meaningful user queries.
Semantic structures or relations among the tags are required to form semantically
consistent queries. For example, the query “Find me a happy and sad song” would
not be formed, if the antonym relationship is established between the plain tags
“happy” and “sad”.
Therefore, to form consistent queries, a semantic network (ontology) needs to
be established on top of the folksonomy data in order to put logically founded
constraints on the use of the plain tags. Based on the modeling approach in [46],
a lightweight ontology can be constructed from the folksonomy data by folding
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the Actor-Concept-Instance (user-tag-music item) model into a semantic network
emerged from either overlapping communities or overlapping sets of instances. Ac-
cording to the integrated approach to turning folksonomies into ontologies in [19],
the lightweight ontology can be further enriched by numerous online resources:
1) lexical resources like dictionaries and Google2; 2) ontologies and semantic web
resources, such as WordNet [47] and Wikipedia. With the folksonomy data as
the tag base and the constructed ontology as the semantic structure, semantically
consistent queries can be automatically formed, which preserves P.2 of the formed
social queries.
To further simulate the distribution of user queries over diﬀerent query topics,
we introduce an additional property for each tag, i.e., popularity. The popularity
of a tag can be implemented as the number of times it has been used by an actor
to tag an instance. Tag popularity indicates the frequency that the information
represented by the tag is requested by users, which in turn indicates the inherent
distribution of a query topic. The social query space augmented with tag popu-
larities to represent the query topic distribution preserves P.3 of the formed social
queries.
Based on the above discussions, a social query space for content-based multi-
modal music search was constructed using the folksonomy data of Last.fm, MyS-
pace, and Wikipedia plus the synonym and hyponym relations in WordNet. The
detailed contribution of each online resource in constructing the social query space
is listed in Table 3.2. A pictorial representation of the social query space is shown
in Fig. 3.2. The tree structure represents the semantic relations between tags,
2http://www.google.com
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which serves as the logical constraints in forming consistent social queries. As can
be seen from the music social query space, music content can be described from
multiple music dimensions, e.g., genre, mood, instrument, and vocalness. In each
dimension, people use diﬀerent concepts/tags to describe the music styles. The
concepts in each music dimension are further grouped into meaningful clusters.
3.2.2 Social Query Sampling
From the social query space, we need to further specify a set of rules to sample
consistent social queries in simulating unseen user queries. The rules for the music
social query space are: 1) the query cannot be empty (at least one tag should
be sampled); 2) the number of sampled tags should be less than the number of
keywords in a reasonable query issued by human (set as 5 in this case study); and
3) no conﬂicting tags (tags from diﬀerent clusters of the same music dimension)
should be sampled to form a single query.
Based on the above rules and the semantic structure of the social query space,
tags were sampled based on their distribution to form a large number of social
queries. Some exemplar raw queries are “classical violin”, “happy female coun-
try”, etc. By augmenting the raw queries with “Find me the music with style”
heading, social queries can be formed to simulate unseen user queries in search-
ing music documents with certain content styles. From the music social query
space, more than 448 million unique social queries could be formed to cover a wide
scope of unseen users’ information need in searching music tracks by their content
styles. These comprehensive social queries are used to train and evaluate a better
generalized the QDF system discussed in the following sections.
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3.3 Regression Model for QDF
In this section, we propose a novel approach to model the QDF problem by re-
gression. In addition, we extend the eﬃcient algorithm Pegasos [63] for learning
binary-class Support Vector Machines (SVM) to its online regression version (OR-
Pegasos) for learning Support Vector Regression (SVR) models. We also prove
that ORPegasos enjoys same eﬃciency property as the original Pegasos: its run-
time has inverse dependence on the training set size in learning a regression model
with the same generalization performance.
3.3.1 Model Deﬁnition
A textual user query can be modeled as a real vector q by the document vector
model (DV) [44] where an element 1 indicates the presence of a vocabulary word
in the query while an element 0 indicates its absence.3 The dimension of q equals
to the number of words in the vocabulary of all possible queries.4 The combination
strategy of the underlying multiple search experts can be formulated as a weight
vector W = [W1, ...,WN ]
T , where N is the number of search experts, 0 ≤ Wj ≤ 1,
and
∑
Wj = 1. The QDF problem which derives the optimal W for each q can
be modeled as multiple regression of W on q: W = f(q). The multiple regression
model can be further decomposed into a series of single regression models of Wj
on q as: Wj = fj(q) [24]. After normalization of Wj , each of the single regression
models can be used for deriving the combination weight of an underlying search
3Bold letters notate column vectors. Italic letters (lower and upper cases) notate scalars. Calligraphic upper
case letters notate sets.
4As noted, q is inevitably high dimensional and sparse (only a few words in a query generate 1s in its DV).
In practice, this does not degrade the computational eﬃciency of our model. On the contrary, its sparsity enables
better generalization performance in a linear SVR model, thus provides better eﬃciency by avoiding kernels.
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expert.
To realize a single regression model, we employ the Support Vector Regression
(SVR) formulation [60], y = 〈w,x〉 + b, due to its superior generalization per-
formance and simple modeling approach. For clearer notation, we use x and y
to represent the query q and its combination weight Wj of a single search ex-
pert respectively in the following text. Based on a training set of query-weight
pairs S = {(xi, yi)}mi=1, SVR derives its model w by minimizing the unconstrained










(w; (x, y)), (3.1)
where
(w; (x, y)) = max{0, |y − 〈w,x〉| − } (3.2)
is the -insensitive empirical loss function. The bias term, b, in the original SVR
problem is implicitly incorporated in w, which amounts to adding one more con-
stant feature dimension with value 1 in each sample x.
In the following sections, we ﬁrst derive a batch regression version of Pegasos
(RPegasos) for learning SVR models based on an initial training set of query data.
Then, we extend RPegasos into its online version ORPegasos for online learning
based on unseen queries.
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3.3.2 Regression Pegasos
Based on the ideas of Pegasos [63] for binary-class SVM, the proposed RPegasos
algorithm solves the SVR optimization problem of Eq. (3.1) in a stochastic sub-
gradient manner. RPegasos performs T iterations with k samples randomly chosen
to calculate the sub-gradient at each iteration. Initially, w1 is set to the zero vector.








(w; (x, y)). (3.3)




= wt − ηtt, (3.4)
where
t = λwt − 1|At|
∑
(x,y)∈A+t
sign(y − 〈wt,x〉)x (3.5)
is the sub-gradient of f(wt;At) at wt and ηt = 1/(λt) is the learning rate. A+t is
formed by (x, y) ∈ At but with non-zero loss. The second step is the projection
of wt+ 1
2
onto the set B = {w : ||w|| ≤ 1/√λ}, in which the optimal w resides.
Therefore,







Based on the representer theorem [60], the kernel version of RPegasos can be
obtained by representing wt =
∑
i∈It αixi, where It is a subset of {1, ..., m}, and
calculating 〈wt,xt〉 =
∑
i∈It αi〈xi,xt〉 and ||wt||2 =
∑
i,j∈It αiαj〈xi,xj〉.
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3.3.3 Online Regression Pegasos
Now we can extend RPegasos into its online version ORPegasos. The SVR will be
dynamically adjusted according to future user queries when predicting the optimal
combination weights. Similar to the batch version, the ORPegasos performs sub-
gradient update and projection. However, the main diﬀerence is the instantaneous




||w||2 + (w; (xi, yi)). (3.7)
The sub-gradient update rule is derived as below,
wi− 1
2
= (1− ηtλ)wi−1 + ηtsign(yi − 〈wi−1,xi〉)xi, (3.8)
and the projection step of wi− 1
2
to wi is the same as Eq. (3.6). Following the work
in [35], ORPegasos can be easily extended into its kernel version.
The pseudo-code of RPegasos and ORPegasos is shown in Alg. 3, which takes
an oﬄine initial training set and an online individual training pair as the input
data to simulate the real-life requirement of QDF systems.
Based on the analysis in [59, 63] with the binary-classiﬁcation loss term replaced
by the regression loss term, we can easily prove that ORPegasos converges in O˜( 1
λδξ
)
iterations for learning a ξ optimal SVR with conﬁdence 1 − δ. Less number of
iterations are required to achieve the same generalization performance, when more
training samples are available [63]. Therefore, the run-time of ORPegasos has the
same inverse dependence as Pegasos, i.e., the more training samples available, the
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Algorithm 3: The algorithm of ORPegasos.
Input: Oﬄine initial training set, S = {(xi, yi)}mi=1;
Online individual training pair, (xm+i, ym+i);
Output: Learned SVR model, w;
Description:
Oﬄine:
1: Initialize w1 as the zero vector;
2: for t = 1 to T do
3: Randomly choose At ⊆ S, where |At| = k;
4: Set A+t = {(x, y) ∈ S) : |y − 〈wt,x〉| <  };
5: Set ηt = 1/(λt);
6: Set wt+ 1
2
=
(1− ηtλ)wt + ηtk
∑
(x,y)∈A+t sign(y − 〈wt,x〉)x;








9: return wT as the oﬄine model wm.
Online:
10: Set wm+i− 1
2
=
(1− ηtλ)wm+i−1 + ηtsign(ym+i − 〈wm+i−1,xm+i〉)xm+i;







12: return wm+i as the online model.
faster ORPegasos can learn a SVR with the same generalization performance. In
addition, the number of support vectors in the kernel version of ORPegasos does
not depend on the number of training samples, which is a desirable property for fast
online SVR prediction. In summary, ORPegasos learns the same well generalized
SVR faster in larger databases while keeping the same model complexity for fast
online prediction.
3.3.4 Class-based v.s. Regression-based QDF
Compared with class-based QDF (CQDF) approaches, the proposed regression-
based QDF (RQDF) directly predicts the optimal combination weights for each
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Table 3.3: The detailed distribution of the music items in diﬀerent music dimen-
sions and styles. The number of collected music items is indicated after each style







































































Table 3.4: The distribution of the automatically formed social queries over diﬀerent
music dimension combinations.
Query Type No. Example Queries with “Find me the music with style” as the heading
Genre 158 classical; country; disco; jazz; metal; hip-hop; funk; black-metal; R&B.
Mood 173 happy; excited; aﬀective; hostile; ﬂaming; aggressive; tearing; tense.
Instrument 309 brass; trumpet; percussion; piano; drum-kit; strings; violin; woodwinds.
Vocalness 13 female; girl; woman; boy; male; man; mixed; nonvocal; instrumental.
Genre, Mood 13165 aﬀective classical; hostile disco; ﬂaming metal; excited country.
Genre, Instrument 13373 classical violin; jazz saxophone; hip-hop drum; soul violin; metal clarinet.
Genre, Vocalness 2546 female country; mixed classical; nonvocal jazz; boy metal; girl pop.
Mood, Instrument 13783 happy violin; hostile woodwinds; excited ﬂute; aﬀective piano.
Mood, Vocalness 2951 aﬀective girl; happy boy; tearing mixed; hostile nonvocal; excited man.
Instrument, Vocalness 4293 violin female; drum male; violin girl; piano mixed; saxophone man.
Genre, Mood, Instru-
ment




19209 happy jazz female; aﬀective classical male; aggressive metal mixed.
Genre, Instrument,
Vocalness








106642 happy classical violin female; tearing pop piano male; excited jazz saxo-
phone nonvocal; ﬂame metal drum mixed; aﬀective country guitar man.
online user query without any query matching computation. RQDF enjoys several
advantages. First, it is much faster to predict the optimal combination weights
as it only needs to perform one inner product in linear SVR or a small number
of kernel evaluations in its kernel version. In contrast, CQDF needs to conduct
extra expensive query classiﬁcation [15, 73, 33], calculation of the query-class mix-
ture [72], or nearest query searching [71]. Second, RQDF adapts better to future
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user queries than CQDF, because the extra underlying class structure of CQDF
makes it hard to adapt and update based on online queries. Third, it simpliﬁes
the query feature extraction by using an eﬃcient DV model instead of complex
natural language processing (NLP) techniques [15, 73, 33, 72, 71]. Fourth, the
devised learning algorithm ORPegasos empowers RQDF to learn a better general-
ized query-to-combination-weights mapping with less run-time, which is a desirable
property in large databases.
3.4 Experimental Conﬁguration
In this section, we give a detailed description of the experimental conﬁguration
for empirical study. It includes three components: test collection, multimodal
search experts, and methodology. Basic test procedures were designed following
the guidelines of TRECVID [64] for performance evaluation of multimedia search
systems. All experiments were conducted on a DELL PowerEdge 2970 workstation
with 2 CPUs (each is a Quad-Core Intel Xeon E5420, 2x6MB cache CPU) and
32GB memory (DDR-2 667MHz).
3.4.1 Test Collection
A test collection was constructed with a large number of music items, the annotated
ground truth, and a comprehensive set of social queries5.
5After the review process, the complete test collection will be released to the public for better research synergy.
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Music Items
To leverage the readily available online resources, the titles of the most popular
17000 music items related to the tag set in the social query space were automati-
cally discovered from Last.fm based on its track popularity API. The actual audio
track and metadata (title, description, tags, comments, etc.) of each music item
were further crawled from YouTube using its open data API. The music data are
diversely distributed due to the diversity of the social tags in the social query space.
For each music dimension under consideration (i.e., genre, mood, instrument, and
vocalness), ground truth data (the actual music style in each dimension) for the
crawled music items were annotated and cross checked by amateur musicians with
a reference to the popular social tags on Last.fm. The detailed data distribution
over diﬀerent music styles can be found in Table 3.3.
Social Queries
For evaluation, 236,973 social query topics for multimodal music search were au-
tomatically formed using the method described in Section 3.2. 200K of them were
randomly selected as the training set, and the rest were used as the testing set of
diﬀerent QDF approaches. The query distribution over diﬀerent music dimension
combinations is shown in Table 3.4. As can be seen, the formed social queries
range from less complex (only one music dimension is requested) to more complex
(more music dimensions are requested) queries. This simulates the diﬀerent levels
of complexity in users’ information need. In addition, we can see that the large
number of automatically-formed social queries cover the knowledge scope of the
social query space comprehensively, which lays the foundation for training a better
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generalized QDF system against unseen user queries.
3.4.2 Multimodal Search Experts
A text retrieval expert and a content-based audio retrieval expert were imple-
mented for each of the four music dimensions being studied. Totally, 8 retrieval
experts were used in the QDF evaluation. Each incoming query was parsed based
on the social query space so that the music dimensions and actual music styles
requested in the query can be recognized. The keyword of each music dimension
in the query will be sent to the corresponding text retrieval and audio retrieval
experts for unimodal search.
Retrieval based on Text
Text is a very important knowledge source for multimodal music search. For each
music dimension, the text retrieval expert takes the corresponding keywords ex-
tracted from a social query and searches for relevant music items in their metadata.
As described in Section 3.4.1, the metadata of a music item contains the title, de-
scription, tags, and comments. The textual metadata are stemmed using Porter’s
algorithm [53] and stop words are removed. The retrieval is done using the OKAPI
BM-25 formula [57]. Our experiments show that the performance of the text re-
trieval expert varies in diﬀerent music dimensions, because the keywords describing
music styles may appear more often in some dimensions like genre than others like
vocalness.
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Retrieval based on Audio Content
Audio content could play a crucial role in music search. In the audio retrieval
expert of each music dimension, a compact audio signature is constructed as the
content representation using Multi-class Support Vector Machines [60] to classify
the audio features presented in [67, 43, 25]. The audio signature is formed by
the activation probabilities of the music classes in this dimension. For example,
8 activation probability values of the genre classes form a genre audio signature.
To improve scalability and eﬃciency, a high dimensional index of audio signatures
is constructed using the Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) algorithm [4]. When a
keyword describing a music style is extracted from a social query, a query audio
signature q can be generated by setting the activation probability of the corre-
sponding music class as 1 and other classes as 0. Nearest neighbors of q are then
retrieved by LSH from the index. Further ranked by the inverse value of the
Euclidean distance from an audio signature to q, the most similar music items
are retrieved to the music style described by the keyword of a music dimension
in the social query. In this study, we implemented the audio analysis based on
Marsyas [66], which is the system having achieved the best performance in the
corresponding classiﬁcation tracks of MIREX2008 [23].
Score Normalization, Fusion,
and Relevance Judgment
To achieve a more robust ranking process, the scores {si,dj |
1 ≤ j ≤ Nr} for the i-th ranked list of music items are normalized as si,dj =
1 − Ranki(dj)/Nr, where Nr is the maximum number of music items returned by
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each retrieval expert (set as 100 in our experiment) and dj indicates the unique
id of the j-th music item [73]. When a weight vector W = [W1, ...,WN ]
T is
available, the ﬁnal ranking scores of the music items from all retrieval experts
can be linearly combined as sd =
∑N
i=1Wi · si,d, where N is the number of search
experts, 0 ≤ Wi ≤ 1, and
∑
Wi = 1.
The relevance of each music item in the ﬁnal ranked list is judged by compar-
ing its annotated music styles (described in Section 3.4.1) with the music styles
requested in a social query. If a music item matched m out of n music styles in a
social query, the relevance score can be set as r = m/n. Since users tend to issue
queries with orthogonal information need in diﬀerent music dimensions (e.g., Find
me music with style classical female), the fraction relevance score introduced in
this work is necessary to reﬂect the partial match of a music item to a social query
and guarantee a more accurate measurement of diﬀerent search methods.
3.4.3 Methodology
The goal of our empirical study is to investigate the performance of the proposed
algorithm and its competitors from diﬀerent aspects. To evaluate eﬀectiveness
of various systems, Average Precision (AP) is applied to measure the retrieval
accuracy of a ranked list at depth 100. We also use Mean Average Precision
(MAP) to evaluate the retrieval accuracy of a QDF method over a set of social
queries, and t test to assess the signiﬁcance of performance improvement between
diﬀerent QDF methods. We have fully implemented the previous QDF methods
for comparison study. They include: the CQDF method based on a single-class
query matching (CQDF-Single) with learning on the oracle APs or combination


























































Figure 3.3: The comparison of diﬀerent QDF methods in terms of eﬀectiveness
and eﬃciency.
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weights [33]; a mixture-of-classes query matching (CQDF-Mixture) based on the
oracle combination weights [72]; together with the nearest-neighbor query matching
approach (QDF-KNN) based on the oracle combination weights [71]. To further
illustrate the superior eﬃciency of ORPegasos in RQDF, we also implemented a
LibSVM [14] version of RQDF (RQDF-LibSVM).
For each social query, the AP of each search expert was calculated. Grid search
was used to compute the oracle combination weights. A social query plus its oracle
combination weights form a training sample for diﬀerent QDF methods. Diﬀerent
training set sizes were used (100, 400, 1.6K, 25.6K, 102.4K and 200K) to evaluate
the impact of the training knowledge scope on the retrieval performance. For a
particular training set size, training samples were randomly selected from the total
200K training queries to train all the QDF methods. The trained QDF model
was validated against all testing social queries (about 36.9K). Three trials were
conducted for each QDF method to assess its average performance. The average
APs or MAPs were collected to compare the retrieval accuracy. The average run-
time of each QDF method in training a query-to-combination-weights mapping
and in predicting the combination weights of a common query set were used to
measure the eﬃciency.
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Table 3.5: The retrieval accuracy (MAP) of each QDF method in diﬀerent query
types. CQDF-Mixture-Weight used 10 mixture classes (T=10). G, M, I, V indicate
the four music dimensions (genre, mood, instrument and vocalness). Bold font
indicates the best MAP across all training sets of the same method. † indicates
the best MAP across all methods. ∗ = ×103.





0.1 .270 .307 .439 .850 .525 .271 .289 .341 .334 .367 .399 .235 .249 .283 .306 .229
1.6 .287 .305 .446 .851 .527 .291 .303 .376 .396 .367 .434 .257 .255 .304 .320 .238
25.6 .284 .303 .445 .810 .536 .311 .306 .358 .358 .372 .422 .255 .259 .300 .313 .237





0.1 .278 .303 .442 .850 .541 .278 .285 .385 .377 .360 .398 .258 .246 .283 .304 .232
1.6 .290 .298 .442 .850 .525 .298 .285 .419 .406 .371 .421 .274 .247 .290 .323 .237
25.6 .291 .312 .444 .855† .532 .314† .295 .394 .399 .374 .414 .276 .257 .289 .325 .239





0.1 .290 .304 .441 .850 .537 .278 .272 .410 .413 .374 .445 .272 .239 .305 .325 .238
1.6 .299 .308 .441 .850 .554 .287 .309 .421 .408 .378 .446 .277 .266 .315 .329 .247
25.6 .301 .310 .449 .851 .544 .309 .310 .430 .425 .380 .427 .289 .264 .305 .326 .246




0.1 .268 .307 .440 .850 .550 .279 .296 .361 .383 .345 .395 .248 .238 .272 .290 .218
1.6 .277 .309 .441 .852 .560† .292 .308 .394 .376 .352 .399 .260 .248 .284 .300 .225
25.6 .270 .306 .454† .853 .525 .300 .310 .394 .388 .346 .370 .250 .245 .263 .281 .219





0.1 .287 .307 .442 .850 .559 .280 .298 .423 .419 .362 .425 .276 .246 .294 .312 .231
1.6 .302 .306 .439 .851 .525 .302 .317 .432 .425 .377 .451 .283 .269 .314 .330 .244
25.6 .314 .303 .441 .850 .527 .306 .321 .440 .438 .385 .458 .299 .279 .325 .342 .258
200 .315† .301 .441 .850 .524 .305 .323 .440† .438† .388† .460† .299† .281† .326† .344† .259†
Oracle N.A. .337 .393 .521 .874 .787 .354 .368 .451 .451 .417 .485 .313 .311 .344 .365 .280
3.5 Result Analysis
3.5.1 Eﬀectiveness Study
Retrieval accuracy is one of the main concerns in any IR system. In this section,
we study and compare the eﬀectiveness of diﬀerent QDF methods when diﬀerent
number of training samples are available.
Fig. 3.3(a) and Table 3.5 illustrate the retrieval accuracy (MAP) of diﬀerent
QDF methods under their best parameter settings. 40 classes (C=40) were dis-
covered on oracle APs in CQDF-Single. Learned on combination weights, 50 classes
(C=50) and a mixture of top 10 classes (T = 10) were chosen in CQDF-Mixture to
match an unseen query. QDF-KNN used the top 5 nearest neighbors (K = 5) to
represent a user query. Linear kernels were used for RQDF-LibSVM and RQDF-
ORPegasos. 5 training samples were chosen (k = 5) at each iteration of ORPega-
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sos. From these results, the following two trends can be discovered.
More training queries produce better generalization performance. In Fig. 3.3(a),
as more training queries become available to each algorithm, the retrieval accuracy
gets improved. The previous QDF methods (CQDF-Single, CQDF-Mixture, and
QDF-KNN) are improved by absolute (relative) 2.8% (10.4%), 0.9% (3.1%), and
2.2% (8.2%) in MAP respectively, when the number of training queries increases
from 100 to 200K. The ﬂuctuation of their MAPs is due to the poor robustness,
which will be discussed in Section 3.5.3. The two versions of the regression-QDF
(RQDF-LibSVM and RQDF-ORPegasos) are improved by 3.5% (12.46%) and 2.8%
(9.8%) respectively under the same condition. In Table 3.5, the retrieval accuracy
of each method on diﬀerent query types shows the same trend, especially in query
types with more information need (more complex queries). Since the training
queries are randomly sampled from the social query space, more training queries
cover a wider knowledge scope of unseen user queries. QDF methods trained with
more query knowledge reveal better generalization performance. Therefore, these
results support our hypothesis that as the knowledge scope of the training queries
gets closer to the unseen user queries, the generalization performance of QDF
approaches will be improved. This demonstrates the signiﬁcance of automatically
forming a large number of comprehensive social queries to better develop QDF
systems.
Regression-QDF (RQDF) outperforms other methods. In Fig. 3.3(a), both ver-
sions of RQDF outperform previous QDF methods except CQDF-Mixture with
a small number of training samples. As more training samples become available,
RQDF reveals more improvement in the retrieval accuracy over other methods.
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When using 200K training samples, RQDF outperforms other methods by about
absolute (relative) 1.3% (4.3%) in MAP. Between the two versions of RQDF, OR-
Pegasos matches the performance of LibSVM. The MAPs in Table 3.5 also il-
lustrate the superior retrieval accuracy of RQDF. In most query types, RQDF
performs the best. RQDF reveals more improvement as the query becomes more
complex. The signiﬁcance of the eﬀectiveness improvement by RQDF over other
methods is veriﬁed by t test. The p-value is less than 0.05, which indicates that
the eﬀectiveness improvement of RQDF is statistically signiﬁcant. These results
demonstrate the superior modeling capability of RQDF to learn and predict the
optimal combination strategy.
3.5.2 Eﬃciency Study
With increasing attention in academia, eﬃciency is another concern in real-life IR
applications. In this section, we compare the training time and prediction time
of diﬀerent QDF methods. Less training time enables faster system development
and upgrade while less prediction time increases the system scalability in accom-
modating a large number of online queries simultaneously.
The run-time (training time and prediction time) of diﬀerent QDF methods are
illustrated in Fig. 3.3(b) and Fig. 3.3(c). As can be seen, the run-time of RQDF-
ORPegasos is much less than other methods in both training and prediction stages
when diﬀerent number of training queries are used. In addition, as the number of
training queries increases, the run-time of RQDF-ORPegasos stays almost constant
while the run-time of other QDF methods increases dramatically.
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The results can be explained by the learning model employed by each QDF
method. When more training queries are used, class-based QDF (CQDF-Single/CQDF-
Mixture) requires more training time to discover classes by weight clustering [33]
or latent query class analysis [72]. Their prediction time also increases as there are
more non-zero elements in the discovered query-class centroids, which are used to
assign an unseen query to a query-class (query-classes) and derive the predicted
combination weights. QDF-KNN requires no training time since the combina-
tion weights are predicted by linearly embedding an unseen query into its nearest
neighbors in the raw training set. However, its prediction time increases dramat-
ically when a large training set is used due to the time consuming linear search
of nearest queries to an unseen query. Compared with the previous QDF ap-
proaches, RQDF-ORPegasos/RQDF-LibSVM eliminates the query matching step.
However, the run-time of RQDF-LibSVM suﬀers in large training sets because
the SVM model tends to discover and use more support vectors to represent the
query-to-combination-weights mapping. As analyzed in Section 3.3, the run-time
of ORPegasos is independent of the number of training samples. Analyzed and ver-
iﬁed in [63], ORPegasos will reveal reduced run-time in extremely large training
data sets when learning SVR models with the same generalization performance.
The scalability of QDF-ORPegasos on large data sets is superior to other QDF
methods. Based on the run-time of diﬀerent QDF methods, RQDF-ORPegasos is
suitable for eﬃcient training of an eﬀective QDF system in real-life applications
where a large volume of training data are available. In addition, due to its eﬃcient
prediction time, RQDF-ORPegasos will scale well when a large number of online
users queries needs to be processed simultaneously.
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3.5.3 Robustness Study
As mentioned in Section 3.5.1, poor robustness is one disadvantage of the previous
QDF methods, which makes the system tuning tricky. In this section, we compare
the robustness of diﬀerent QDF methods by investigating the eﬀect of diﬀerent
parameter settings on their retrieval accuracy.
Fig. 3.4 illustrates the retrieval accuracy of diﬀerent QDF methods with various
parameter settings. As can be seen, the retrieval accuracy of RQDF (RQDF-
ORPegasos) is much more stable than other methods. Under all parameter set-
tings, ORPegasos outperforms other methods when suﬃcient training samples are
available. In addition, its peak performance always appears with the maximum
number of training samples. Due to its stochastic nature, the parameter k of
ORPegasos has little inﬂuence on its generalization performance. Although fewer
number (when k is small) of training samples are chosen at each iteration to update
the SVR model, the expectation of the model converges to the global optimal over
T iterations (see Section 3.3 for details).
However, the eﬀectiveness of other methods ﬂuctuates severely under diﬀerent
parameter settings. In particular, QDF-KNN reveals two peak performance regions
in Fig. 3.4(e). The region with less training samples and larger K performs well
because using more nearest neighbors to match a user query results in better
robustness when less training samples are available. However, as more training
samples become available to cover a wider knowledge scope of unseen user queries,






















































































































































































































Figure 3.4: The retrieval accuracy comparison of diﬀerent QDF methods under
various parameter settings.
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using less nearest neighbors (smaller K) will increase the query matching accuracy.
This also explains the MAP ﬂuctuation of QDF-KNN in Fig. 3.3(a).
All these results show that it is easier to tune a QDF system with RQDF than
with other methods, which means RQDF has higher usability and better robustness
in real-life applications. In addition, the superior retrieval accuracy of RQDF
and the overall trend that more training samples produce better eﬀectiveness are
veriﬁed once more in Fig. 3.4.
Chapter 4
Multimodal Fusion based Music




Automatic music transcription (AMT), which converts music audio into MIDI
(piano-roll) notation, can provide eﬀective feedback when students practice violin
at home [74]. AMT includes two basic steps: onset detection and pitch estimation.
Onset detection ﬁnds the note boundaries (onsets) in time domain to segment a
violin piece into individual notes. Subsequently, pitch estimation estimates pitch
values of each note segment. In violin music, most of the notes are monophonic
67
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and very few are double-stops (notes with two pitches) or triple-stops (notes with
three pitches). Due to this characteristic, pitch estimation in violin music is largely
a monophonic pitch estimation problem, which is considered solved. However,
because of the soft transient around note onsets in pitched non-percussive (PNP)
sounds, such as from the violin, onset detection is recognized as a diﬃcult task.
State-of-the-art audio-only onset detection approaches in PNP sounds reveal poor
performance [16].
In this chapter, we address the onset detection problem in violin music and show
how to build a high performance audio-visual music transcription system to assist
violin practice at home. The main contributions include the following:
• We propose an audio-only onset detection approach based on supervised
learning. Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) are used to classify onset and
non-onset frames based on Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coeﬃcients (MFCCs).
The proposed onset detection approach outperforms the state-of-the-art meth-
ods [7, 17, 36, 42] by about 10% F-measure in less noisy conditions.
• To enhance the audio-only onset detection, we introduce the visual modality
of the violin playing, including bowing and ﬁngering, to infer onsets. We
devise real-time and fully automatic algorithms to extract indicative features
of onsets from bowing and ﬁngering videos captured in a home environment.
• We evaluate state-of-the-art multimodal fusion techniques, including feature
level (early) fusion and decision level (late) fusion, to combine the audio-
visual modalities for onset detection and violin transcription. For violin onset
detection, the audio-visual fusion based approach outperforms the proposed
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audio-only approach by 5% to 18% F-measure in diﬀerent noisy conditions.
Thus, the overall transcription accuracy is improved by 14% to 20%.


















Feature level (early) fusion: 
- feature concatenation;
Decision level (late) fusion: 
- linear fusion: linear weighted sum; 
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Figure 4.1: System diagram of audio-visual music transcription for violin practice
at home.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, the system
framework and methodology are outlined. Section 4.3 and 4.4 detail the audio and
video processing components. We then discuss multimodal fusion techniques for
audio-visual fusion in Section 4.5. Section 4.6 evaluates our system performance
which is followed by comments on related work (Section 4.7).
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4.2 System Description
As illustrated in Fig. 4.1, when students practice a violin piece by following a
reference notation, the audio-visual transcription system records the audio input
stream by a microphone, and captures two video input streams by two ordinary
webcams. Then its audio and video processing units extract indicative features
of onsets (detection functions) from the input audio-visual streams. Subsequently,
multimodal data fusion techniques are applied to fuse audio and visual modalities
for more accurate onset detection. Pitch estimation is conducted at last to produce
the MIDI (piano-roll) notation of the played violin music. The comparison of the
transcribed results and the reference notation shows the violin students which notes
are played correctly/wrongly. Our preliminary evaluations have shown that such
feedback is important for beginning violin learners [74].
4.3 Audio Processing
This section describes the audio-only violin transcription sub-system, which is to
be integrated with the visual modality, described in Section 4.4. In the audio-only
sub-system, we propose a supervised learning based onset detection method, which
outperforms the state-of-the-art methods [7, 17, 36, 42] signiﬁcantly. We employ
a violin speciﬁc audio-only pitch estimator to conduct pitch estimation [42].
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4.3.1 Audio-only Onset Detection
Existing Onset Detection Methods
As recognized in the literature, onset detection in violin sounds is a diﬃcult prob-
lem, because of the soft transient around note boundaries in audio in terms of
energy, pitch, etc. Existing methods for onset detection rely on certain char-
acteristic features of the audio signal to derive a detection function, which is a
one-dimensional function with peaks indicating sudden changes (onset times) in
an audio signal. The detection function can also be viewed as decision scores at
diﬀerent time instances where larger values indicate higher probability of onsets.
Onsets are detected as the local maxima of a detection function by a peak-picking
algorithm [16]. Some features that have been used for deriving a detection function
include pitch change [17], equal loudness change [36], phase change [7], spectrum
correlation change [42]. Nevertheless, as observed in [16], those feature based onset
detection methods produced poor accuracy for PNP sounds, e.g., violin music.
In [37], Lacoste and Eck proposed a supervised learning approach with Feed-
Forward Neural Networks to classify onset and non-onset times based on raw spec-
trogram features. This approach is superior to existing feature based methods,
because it uses supervised learning to separate the distribution of audio spectra
of onset and non-onset frames. It is capable of modeling general characteristics
in various audio dynamics if enough training data is available. However, Lacoste
and Eck employed raw spectrograms as audio features, which have a very high
number of dimensions (about 800). According to the curse of dimensionality, ex-
ponentially more training data are needed to fully train a Feed-Forward Neural
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Network. What’s worse, with high dimensional input features and many hidden
neurons, training such a neural network and using it for classiﬁcation are very
time consuming. All these drawbacks prevent this method from being employed
in practical applications.
The Proposed Onset Detection Approach
In this chapter, we propose a supervised learning approach for onset detection by
using Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) to classify onset and non-onset frames
based on Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coeﬃcients (MFCCs).
MFCC features can reﬂect the diﬀerence between onset and non-onset frames
of violin audio signals. MFCCs model the spectrum envelop in a perceptual and
concise way [40]. As can be seen around onsets A in Fig. 4.2(a), the spectrograms
around onset times are more noisy or less harmonic than the spectrograms within
a note. This diﬀerence between onset and non-onset frames is reﬂected in the
corresponding MFCCs. On the other hand, if the transient between certain two
notes is noiseless (see onset B in Fig. 4.2(a)), derivatives of MFCCs still reﬂect the
harmonic change at the note boundary, hence indicating the onset times. Clear
diﬀerence between MFCC features of onset and non-onset times can be observed
in Fig. 4.2(b), where MFCCs and their ﬁrst, second order derivatives are drawn
for each audio frame.
The probability of the onset or non-onset label, l ∈ {lo, ln}, for each frame can
be modeled as a random variable drawn from a probability distribution of the
MFCC features ft. As GMM is known to work well in modeling the distribution
of MFCCs [56], we propose to use GMM to model the random variable of onset or
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where ft is MFCC feature vector at time t; Θ
l = {wli, μli,Σli
| 1 ≤ i ≤ M l} is the parameter set for the GMM with label l; wli, μli and Σli are the
weight, mean vector and covariance matrix of each Gaussian mixture respectively;
M l is the number of mixtures; P l(ft|Θl) is the probability that ft is drawn from
feature set with label l given a GMM characterized by the parameter set Θl.
In the system, we use Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm [55] to train
two GMMs to proﬁle the distribution of onset and non-onset features. To assemble
the training data, we select features {ft—to − τ ≤ t ≤ to + τ} around each onset
frame at to to form the onset feature set F
lo, and select the rest to form the
non-onset feature set F ln.
To derive a detection function based on onset and non-onset GMMs, a series of
MFCC features in time with unknown labels, F = {ft|0 ≤ t ≤ T}, is extracted from
the incoming audio piece with the same settings as the training MFCC features.
The detection function from audio is then calculated as:
Da(t) = Rect(P
lo(ft|Θlo)− P ln(ft|Θln)) (4.2)
where Rect(x) = x if x ≥ 0, and Rect(x) = 0 otherwise. As shown in Fig. 4.2(c),
peaks in the audio detection function, Da(t), indicate onset times.
In our system, a Mel-scale ﬁlter bank with 81 ﬁlters is applied and 15 DCT
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coeﬃcients are truncated as MFCCs. The ﬁrst order and second order derivatives
in time are appended to form a 45-dimensional MFCC feature vector for a frame.
Based on experiments, the sampling rate of 22.05 kHz, frame length of 1024 and
hop size of 341 samples for the audio signal are found optimal to extract MFCC
features. Under this setting, the sampling rate of MFCCs or the audio detection
function is about 64.7 Hz. A diagonal covariance matrix is used for each Gaussian
mixture. The parameter settings, with τ as 2 frames,M lo andM ln as 256 mixtures,
yields the best results for onset detection.
As shown in the experiments, this approach outperforms state-of-the-art on-
set detection methods. In addition, due to the low dimensional feature space of
MFCCs (45 dimensions) and the eﬃcient modeling approach by GMM, the pro-
posed onset detection method is computationally eﬃcient, thus suitable for prac-
tical applications, such as the automatic violin transcription system built in this
chapter.
4.3.2 Audio-only Pitch Estimation
As pitch estimation in violin music is largely monophonic pitch estimation and is
considered a solved problem, a violin speciﬁc audio-only pitch estimator developed
in [42] and evaluated in [69] is employed in our system implementation. The
overall accuracy is 95% in estimating pitch values of our database, described in
Section 4.6.1.
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(b) MFCC features of violin audio signals













(c) MFCC and GMM based audio-only detection function
Figure 4.2: An onset detection approach by MFCCs and GMM. Onsets are human
annotated as circles.
4.4 Video Processing
In violin playing, note onsets are highly correlated with visual cues of the player,
such as the reversals of bowing and ﬁnger press/release of a string [6, 69]. Therefore,
it is natural to include bowing features (bow reversal moments) and ﬁngering
features (ﬁnger press and release moments) to improve audio-only onset detection,
thus improving automatic violin transcription as a whole.
We employ two ordinary webcams (Microsoft VX3000) to capture bowing and
ﬁngering videos along with the audio recording, in 30 frames per second (fps),
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with the resolution 640 × 480. One camera is placed in front of the player on a
tripod to capture a side view of the bowing. The other camera is placed above
the violin body on a tripod (or ﬁxed on the ceiling) to capture a birds eye view
of the ﬁngering from the violin neck to the bridge. It should be noted that the
camera placement is not critical as long as the bowing/ﬁngering is captured in
the video. The movements of the player within certain limits do not degrade the
system performance. In short, the two webcams can be easily set up at home,
which maximizes the practicality of the system.
4.4.1 Bowing Analysis for Onset Detection
The right hand of the violin player holds the bow during playing, thus the hand mo-
tion reﬂects the bowing motion in terms of moving direction and speed. Therefore,
a hand tracking algorithm is devised to obtain the sequence of the bow moving
direction. Sudden changes (around 180 degrees) of the moving direction reﬂect
bow reversal moments.
Hand tracking is achieved using Kalman ﬁlter framework [11] with measure-
ments obtained by optical ﬂow [62] and a skin-color Gaussian model [68]. Based
on a prior database, the skin-color Gaussian model is pre-calculated in RGB color
space as N (μc,Σc), Eq. (4.3). The distance dis(cx,y) of a pixel at (x, y) with RGB
color cx,y = [r g b] to the skin-color Gaussian model is measured as Mahalanobis
distance, Eq. (4.4). If dis(cx,y) < α, the pixel is considered of skin color. The
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optimal value of α is found to be 20 in the experiments.
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
μc = [172 104 45]
Σc = [764 508 180; 508 359 138; 180 138 91]
(4.3)
dis(cx,y) = (cx,y − μc)Σ−1c (cx,y − μc)T (4.4)
Before hand tracking, global motion compensation is conducted by referring to
the ﬁrst frame to compensate the body translation of the player, which lessens the
inﬂuence of the body movement on bowing features for onset detection.
A hand state at time t is deﬁned as ht,t = [xt,t yt,t dt,t st,t], where xt,t and yt,t
are the pixel coordinate values of the hand in the frame, dt,t is the hand moving
direction in radian units and st,t is the speed of the hand moving in pixel units.
The predicted state at time t+ 1 is computed based on the prediction equation:
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
ht+1,t = Ah(ht,t) + bh · w
Ah(ht,t) = [ xt,t + st,t · cos(dt,t)
yt,t + st,t · sin(dt,t) dt,t st,t ]
(4.5)
where Ah is the non-linear state switching function, w is the system noise deﬁned
as a one-dimensional random variable with unit normal distribution, N (0, 1), and
bh is a four-dimensional row scale factor, set as unit in the system implementation.
At next time instance t+1, a measurement of the hand state h′t+1,t+1 is obtained
by Algorithm 4. Then the predicted hand state ht+1,t is updated as ht+1,t+1 by
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Bow moving direction Bowing detection function Onsets
Figure 4.3: Illustration of bowing analysis for onset detection. Onsets are human
annotated as circles.
taking the current measurement into consideration:
ht+1,t+1 = ht+1,t +Gh(h
′
t+1,t+1 − ht+1,t) (4.6)
where ht+1,t is the predicted hand state from Eq. (4.5), the second term is the
diﬀerence between the measured state and the predicted. The Kalman gain, deﬁned
as Gh(ht,t) = βh · ht,t, controls how much the ﬁlter is inﬂuenced by the current
measurement in relation to the predicted state. The optimal value of βh is found
to be 0.5 in our system.
Algorithm 4: Hand measurement.
Input: Frame at time t
Output: Hand measurement h′t,t
Get an optical ﬂow map with sparse motion points [62];1
Only retain the motion points of skin-color;2
Vote in bow moving direction to ﬁnd the direction category with the most3
motion points;
Compute the average position, direction, and motion speed of the motion4
points in the selected direction category as the hand measurement h′t,t and
return h′t,t.
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After hand tracking, bow moving direction sequence is obtained as d(t) (Fig. 4.3).
To model the bow reversal moments, we derive the detection function of bowing
direction, Db(t), as the absolute value of the ﬁrst order derivative of d(t):
Db(t) = abs(d
′(t)). (4.7)
In Db(t), peaks indicate the bow reversal moments, i.e., onsets reﬂected by visual
bowing features. As shown in Fig. 4.3, high correlation between underlying onset
times and bow reversal moments can be observed.
The hand tracking algorithm is robust against body movement of the violin
player, background clutter and disturbing moving objects in a capturing ﬁeld with
non-skin color background. Implemented in C++ with OpenCV library [1], the
algorithm tracks the bowing hand automatically in real-time. Hand tracking results
are illustrated in Fig. 4.3 with motion features and tracked hand state shown
as arrows in light (yellow) and dark (red) colors, respectively (see videos of the
tracking results online1).
4.4.2 Fingering Analysis for Onset Detection
In order to detect the ﬁnger press and release moments in a ﬁngering video, we pro-
pose a two-stage ﬁngering analysis algorithm using Kalman ﬁlter framework [11].
First the four violin strings are detected, i.e., the starting point (at the violin
neck) and the ending point (at the violin bridge) of each string. Then each string
is searched to pinpoint the ﬁnger positions by using the pre-calculated skin-color
1http://www.comp.nus.edu.sg/~bingjun/avamt.html
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Gaussian model, Eq. (4.3).
The state of string i, i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, at time t is deﬁned by a starting point and






, where a point pt,t = [xt,t yt,t dt,t st,t]. xt,t and yt,t
are the pixel coordinate values of pt,t in a video frame, dt,t is the moving direction
in radian units and st,t is the moving speed in pixel units of pt,t. The predicted











t,t ) + bf · w Af(pi,2t,t ) + bf · w
] (4.8)
where Af and bf are deﬁned the same as Ah and bh in the previous section (see
Eq. (4.5)).
At time t+1, the string state s
′i
t+1,t+1 is measured for each string by Algorithm 5.
Then the predicted string state sit+1,t is updated as s
i




Algorithm 5: String measurement.
Input: Frame at time t
Output: String measurement s
′i
t,t
Obtain the binary edge image by Canny edge detector;1
Thin edges into one-pixel width in the edge image;2
Apply Hough line transform to detect lines [34];3
Among all detected lines, vote in line direction to ﬁnd the strings with the4
dominant line direction;
In the string direction category, extract lines not farther than γ pixels from5
each other as the detected strings;
Search along each string i, in the edge image, to ﬁnd the turning points,6
(xi,1t,t , y
i,1




t,t ), at the violin neck and the violin bridge,
respectively;
Compute (di,1t,t , s
i,1




t,t ) with respect to s
i
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After the extraction of sit in each frame, we further apply Algorithm 6 to detect
only one active ﬁnger position f it for each s
i
t in every frame.
Algorithm 6: Detection of active ﬁnger positions.
Input: Frame at time t, and sit, i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}
Output: Active ﬁnger positions f it
Starting from the bottom string s1t ;1




t to pinpoint a ﬁnger2
position (xi, yi) with skin-color;
If there is no f i−1t on s
i−1
t with distance smaller than δ to (x
i, yi), then set3
the distance of (xi, yi) to pi,2t as f
i
t and go to step 5; otherwise search
further on sit;
If pi,1t is reached, set f
i
t as zero and go to step 5;4
If i < 4, start searching si+1t with principles described in step 2, 3 and 4;5
otherwise, return f it , i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}.
From the ﬁngering video, we extract four active ﬁnger position sequences f i(t),
i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, each for one string (shown in Fig. 4.4). A sudden change of the
active position (ﬁnger pressing position) on any string indicates a ﬁnger press or
release moment, i.e., an onset timing. To model this, we deﬁne the detection






where peaks in Df (t) indicates the onset times.
However, because of the limitations of a 2D video, false positives may happen
when a ﬁnger tip is above but not touching the string. Based on violin domain
knowledge, most of the violin notes are monophonic and very few are double-stops
or triple-stops. Therefore, peaks in Df (t) with fewer active ﬁnger positions are
more likely to be true onset times, and vice versa. To lessen the inﬂuence of false
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Figure 4.4: Illustration of ﬁngering analysis for onset detection. Onsets are human
annotated as circles. String numbers are in a bottom-up order.









where I(x) is an indicator function with value 1 when x > 0, and 0 otherwise. As
shown in Fig. 4.4, high correlation can be observed between the ﬁngering detection
function and underlying note onsets.
Implemented in C++ with OpenCV library [1], the proposed algorithm suc-
cessfully tracks strings and detects active ﬁnger positions in real-time. γ = 10
and δ = 15 are found optimal for Algorithm 5 and 6 in the experiments. The
global motion of the violin body or the player does not inﬂuence the ﬁngering
analysis algorithm, because we only detect the relative positions of the ﬁngers on
the strings. Analysis results are shown in Fig. 4.4. Tracked strings are marked as
bright (yellow) lines with bright (yellow) dots as starting and ending points. All
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candidates of ﬁnger positions are marked by small dark (green) dots, and active
ﬁnger positions are marked by large bright (yellow) dots (see videos of the analysis
results online, footnote 1 in Section 4.4.1).
4.5 Audio-Visual Fusion
In this section, we discuss how to fuse audio-visual data of the violin playing to en-
hance onset detection. We evaluate state-of-the-art multimodal fusion techniques
of both feature level (early) fusion and decision level (late) fusion [29]. The fused
audio-visual detection function is expected to be more indicative of onsets than
the one from a single modality. During the fusion process, audio-visual features
are assumed to be synchronized, as audio and visual streams are captured simul-
taneously during the violin playing and the incoming audio and visual samples
are time stamped in the software level. Visual features (detection functions with
30 Hz sampling rate) are linearly interpolated in time domain to be of the same
sampling rate as the audio features (MFCCs or detection functions with 64.7 Hz).
4.5.1 Feature Level Fusion
In feature level fusion, we evaluate the feature concatenation (FC) technique [29].
For each time index t, we concatenate the audio feature ft, bowing feature Db(t),
and ﬁngering feature Df(t) to form a new audio-visual feature fav,t in a higher
dimensional space (47 dimensions, with 45 from MFCCs and 2 from bowing and
ﬁngering detection functions). Before concatenation, each attribute of the audio
and visual features is normalized into [0, 1].
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To derive the audio-visual detection function, the same approach as audio-only
case is applied. Firstly, two GMMs with parameters Θloav and Θ
ln
av are trained by
the EM algorithm to model the distribution of onset and non-onset audio-visual
feature sets F loav and F
ln




av are assembled in the same way
as the audio-only case. Further, with the incoming audio piece and video streams,
the audio-visual detection function is calculated as follows based on a time series
of audio-visual features with unknown labels, Fav = {fav,t|0 ≤ t ≤ T}:
Dfcav(t) = Rect(P
lo
av(fav,t|Θloav)− P lnav(fav,t|Θlnav)) (4.11)
where the superscript fc of Dfcav(t) means feature concatenation fusion.
In data fusion literature [39], cross-modal correlation techniques, such as Princi-
ple Component Analysis (PCA), Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI), Canonical Cor-
relation Analysis (CCA), etc., have been proposed to derive the correlation among
modalities or reduce dimensionality in the fused feature space. However, based on
the violin domain knowledge in our application, the correlation between audio and
visual modalities has already been derived by audio processing and video tracking
algorithms, because the audio-visual features extracted are both indicative of onset
times. In addition, the dimensionality of the audio and visual feature spaces has
also been reduced (45 dimensions for MFCCs, 1 dimension for bowing features and
1 dimension for ﬁngering features). Therefore, for feature level fusion of our sys-
tem, feature concatenation is directly applied without bothering any cross-modal
correlation technique.
Feature level fusion allows early correlation between audio and visual modalities.
In addition, it requires only one training phase to derive the overall audio-visual
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detection function. However, the caveat is that if the feature separability between
onset and non-onset classes for a particular modality is poor, feature level fusion
may corrupt the higher dimensional space after fusion and make its feature sepa-
rability worse than the best single modality before fusion.
4.5.2 Decision Level Fusion
In decision level fusion, we evaluate both a rule-based fusion technique, i.e., linear
weighted sum (LW) fusion, and a classiﬁcation based fusion technique, i.e., Sup-
port Vector Machine (SVM) based fusion [26]. For each fusion technique, onset
detection functions or decision scores from the three data streams, Da(t), Db(t)
and Df (t), are ﬁrstly normalized into [0,1], and then fused to derive an overall
decision score series Dav(t) as the audio-visual detection function.
In comparison with feature level fusion, decision level fusion has the same repre-
sentation for each modality, i.e., onset decision scores in our system, which makes
the fusion easier to conduct. In addition, decision level fusion is scalable in terms
of modalities, which is not easily achievable for feature level fusion. However, deci-
sion level fusion fails to utilize the feature level correlations between modalities. It
normally requires an additional training phase, which is less eﬃcient than feature
level fusion.
Linear Weighted Sum Fusion
For each violin piece, given the normalized decision scores from the three data
streams, Da(t), Db(t) and Df(t), the linear weighted sum fusion calculates the
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overall decision score series as:
Dlwav(t) = w
lw
a ·Da(t) + wlwb ·Db(t) + wlwf ·Df(t) (4.12)
where wlwa , w
lw
b , and w
lw
f are the weights for the corresponding data streams; and
the superscript lw of Dlwav(t) means linear weighted sum fusion. After fusion, D
lw
av
is normalized into [0, 1] as the ﬁnal audio-visual detection function.
The rationale behind using the linear weighted sum fusion is that each peak
indicative of an onset in any single data stream will be revealed in the fused
detection function with the peak value multiplied by the corresponding weight.
Therefore, if the detection function of each data stream is noiseless, the fusion
will complement among the data streams and produce an audio-visual detection
function which could reveal onsets missed by an individual data stream. However,
if there are false peaks in the detection function from any single data stream, the
false peaks will also propagate to the fused one, thus making the overall detection
function more noisy.
Linear weighted sum fusion is computationally inexpensive, whereas its fusion
performance is sensitive to the combination weights, of which the optimal values
can only be found based on extensive experiments.
SVM based Fusion
Multimodal fusion can also be considered as a pattern classiﬁcation problem [26].
In our application, scores from individual data streams can be viewed as input
patterns to be recognized as onsets or non-onsets. Among classiﬁcation based
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Figure 4.5: Score vector distribution of onset and non-onset frames.
fusion methods, Support Vector Machines (SVM) [12] have been found eﬀective
in multimodal fusion literature [26], where SVM outperformed other evaluated
classiﬁers, including Multilayer Perceptrons, k-Nearest Neighbours, etc. In our
system, SVM is further evaluated to show its eﬀectiveness in multimodal fusion
for onset detection and violin transcription.
To evaluate SVM based fusion in our system, decision scores from three data
streams, Da(t), Db(t) and Df(t), are concatenated at each time t to form a decision
vector seriesD(t) = [Da(t) Db(t) Df(t)]
T . Then the training data of SVM for onset
and non-onset classes are selected from D(t) in the same way as training GMM.
With the training data, the SVM ﬁrstly maps features into a higher dimensional
space by a mapping function, Φ : n → n′, n < n′. SVM then ﬁnds the optimal
linear separating hyperplane in n′, H(w,b) = {x| wT · x + b = 0}, with the
largest distance to the marginal data (support vectors) of either class, where x, w
and b are vectors in n′.
During the recognition, given an input decision vector Dlt with unknown label
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T ·w + b (4.13)
In our implementation, a radial basis function is used as the kernel function:
K(Dlt,D
lj
j ) = Φ(D
l
t)





Since D(Dlt) is an uncalibrated value, and not a probability, it cannot be used
as the fused decision score. Therefore, we further calculate a calibrated value from
it as the audio-visual decision score by the method proposed in [52]:






1 + exp(A ·D(Dlt) +B)
(4.15)
where A and B are estimated scalars by minimizing the negative log-likelihood
function using training data and their decision values; and the superscript svm
of Dsvmav (t) means SVM based fusion. After normalization, D
svm
av (t) is used as the
audio-visual detection function obtained by SVM based fusion.
In pattern classiﬁcation literature, SVM based fusion is considered superior to
linear weighted sum fusion because of its capability in ﬁnding a non-linear yet
optimal separating hyperplane based on the training data. As shown in Fig. 4.5,
the onset and non-onset score vectors are not linearly separable. Therefore, an op-
timal non-linear separating hyperplane of SVM is potentially superior to a linear
separating plane produced by the linear weighted sum fusion. The non-linearity
of SVM is desirable when the noise pattern in a particular modality is consistent
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enough for SVM to generalize well, in which case SVM may fuse useful informa-
tion of diﬀerent modalities eﬀectively while mostly discarding noisy patterns. As
observed in our experimental results, SVM based fusion performs the best among
all evaluated fusion techniques.
4.5.3 Audio-Visual Violin Transcription
After multimodal fusion, onset times are detected by a peak picking algorithm.
This approach ﬁnds the local maxima from a detection function D(t) subtracted
by a series of thresholds δ˜(t). This process is illustrated in Fig. 4.1 as the onset
time peaking. The thresholds are dynamically derived from the detection function
based on median ﬁltering [16]:
δ˜(t) = δ + λ ·median(D(t−W ), ..., D(t+W )) (4.16)
where δ is the base threshold, whose best value is diﬀerent for various onset de-
tection functions; λ is the ratio threshold tuned as 0.7 for all methods during
experimentation. W is the half window length for the median ﬁlter, and is tuned
to be 4 experimentally.
After onset detection, a whole violin piece is segmented into individual notes.
Then an energy based activity detector is used to ﬁnd the most active portion
in energy of the audio signals within each note. The audio-only pitch estimator
described in Section 4.3.2 is applied to that portion to calculate the pitch values.
If the active portion is less than a ratio (experimentally found to be 30%) of the
whole note duration, that note is considered silent, and no pitch estimation is
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conducted for it.
After pitch estimation, a MIDI (piano-roll) notation of a violin piece is obtained
as the learning feedback to violin students. Each note of the piece is parameterized
by its starting time (its onset), ending time (onset of the next note) and pitch
values.
4.6 Evaluation
In this section, diﬀerent onset detection approaches with several fusion techniques
are evaluated. To compare with state-of-the-art methods for onset detection, im-
plementations of the phase change based method (Phase) [7], pitch change based
method (Pitch) [17], equal loudness change based method (Loudness) [36], and
spectrum correlation change based method (Correlation) [42] are evaluated on the
same audio-visual violin database. In addition, by combining diﬀerent onset de-
tection approaches with the same audio-only pitch estimation method, described
in Section 4.3.2, the overall transcription performance is evaluated.
4.6.1 Audio-Visual Violin Database
The evaluation of diﬀerent approaches for onset detection and music transcription
is conducted based on an audio-visual database with 36 violin pieces of 6340 notes.
All pieces are recorded in an ordinary room (SNR=24dB) with the same audio and
visual settings described in the previous sections. The selected pieces cover a wide
range of violin playing styles, e.g., vibrato, legato, staccato, double stop, etc. The
tempo of the pieces ranges from slow to fast. Each piece is recorded twice, once
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without vibrato and once with vibrato playing style. Human annotation is carried
out by trained musicians as the evaluation ground truth. To further evaluate the
usefulness of the visual modality in noisy conditions for violin transcription, SNR
of the original database is reduced to 15, 0, and -5dB with additional white noise.
4.6.2 Evaluation Metric
For onset evaluation, a detected onset within 50 milliseconds to the left or right
of a human annotated onset is considered correctly detected. Three metrics are
used to evaluate performance of onset detection. They are precision, recall and
the balanced F-measure, where precision is the percentage of correctly detected
onsets over all detected onsets, and recall is the percentage of correctly detected
onsets over all annotated onsets.
In violin transcription evaluation, a note is correctly transcribed by the sys-
tem, if its starting time, ending time and pitch values are all correctly detected.
Accuracy is used to evaluate transcription approaches. It is calculated as the
percentage of correctly transcribed notes over all annotated notes.
4.6.3 Experimental Results
During evaluation, the grid search method is applied on the parameter combination
space of each onset detection and transcription method to ﬁnd the best F-measure
or accuracy. Best parameters found for each part of the system are described in
the corresponding sections. On the original database (SNR=24dB), two-fold cross
validation is conducted for GMM and SVM related approaches. When evaluated on
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more noisy databases, GMM and SVM are trained based on the original database.
After evaluation, the best F-measure with the corresponding precision and recall
for each onset detection method is illustrated in Fig. 4.6. And the best accuracy
for audio-only and audio-visual transcription approaches is shown in Fig. 4.7.
Performance Comparison of Onset Detection
In the audio-only case, as shown in Fig. 4.6, the proposed onset detection approach
(MFCC GMM) achieves 88% and 83% F-measure on databases with SNR=24,
15dB, respectively, which outperforms state-of-the-art methods (Phase, Pitch,
Loudness, and Correlation) by 10% and 9% F-measure. On databases with SNR=0,
-5dB, MFCC GMM still performs much better than state-of-the-art methods ex-
cept the spectrum correlation change based one (Correlation). Phase change based
method (Phase) performs the worst, because of the vibrato playing style in the
database. Therefore, the MFCC GMM onset detection approach is superior to
state-of-the-art methods in less noisy environment (e.g., SNR=24,15dB), and gen-
erally good in more noisy environment (e.g., SNR=0,-5dB).
In the video-only case, bowing (Bow) and ﬁngering (Finger) generate 55% and
43% F-measure, respectively. With linear weighted sum fusion (LW) and SVM
based fusion (SVM), the visual modality (Bow+Finger) generates 57% and 64% F-
measure, respectively. The optimal weights for bowing and ﬁngering data streams
are 0.6 and 0.4, respectively. As the visual modality is not aﬀected by acoustic
noise, their performance is stable for onset detection in diﬀerent noisy conditions.
In audio-visual fusion (MFCC GMM+Bow+Finger), three fusion techniques
(feature concatenation based fusion in feature level, FC; linear weighted sum fusion
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(d) Results on noisy database (SNR=-5dB).
Figure 4.6: Performance comparison of diﬀerent onset detection approaches.
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and SVM based fusion in decision level, LW and SVM) generally improve the
onset detection performance. In linear weighted sum fusion, the optimal weights
for audio, bowing and ﬁngering data streams are found by extensive experiments:
0.7, 0.2, 0.1 for the database with SNR=24dB; 0.7, 0.2, 0.1 for the database with
SNR=15dB; 0.6, 0.3, 0.1 for the database with SNR=0dB; and 0.5, 0.3, 0.2 for
the database with SNR=-5dB. SVM based decision level fusion is found to be the
most eﬀective fusion approach, as it improves over the best single modality by 5%,
7%, 16%, and 18% F-measure in respective databases. The more noisy the audio
modality is, the more improvement is accomplished by fusing the visual modality
(shown in Fig. 4.7). The best F-measure achieved by fusing audio and visual
modalities using SVM are 93%, 90%, 86%, and 81% on databases with SNR=24,
15, 0, and -5dB, respectively.
As revealed in the experimental results, feature concatenation fusion in feature
level and linear weighted sum fusion in decision level are inferior to SVM based de-
cision level fusion for onset detection. This is mainly because bowing and ﬁngering
streams (with 55% and 43% F-measure) are more noisy than the audio modality
in general (with 62% to 88% F-measure on diﬀerent noisy conditions).
For the feature concatenation fusion in feature level, the noise of the visual
modality remains in the fused feature space, thus the feature separability for onset
and non-onset classes does not improve as much as in the SVM based fusion.
In addition, the audio feature dimensionality (MFCCs with 45 dimensions) and
visual feature dimensionality (detection functions with 2 dimensions) are out of
balance. Most of the modeling eﬀorts will fall into the audio features rather than
the visual features in the concatenated feature space. This further aﬀects the
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improvement brought by the visual modality in feature concatenation fusion. One
way to balance audio and visual dimensions is to apply additional dimensionality
reduction techniques, such as PCA, on the audio feature space. However, according
to our extra experiments, after reducing the 45 dimensional MFCCs into 3 to 5
dimensions by PCA, the classiﬁcation performance by the audio-only modality
suﬀers due to the loss of information. After fusing the more balanced audio and
visual modalities, the overall onset detection performance is not better than the the
performance by the unbalanced feature concatenation fusion. With this dilemma,
the feature concatenation fusion in feature level is not suitable for our application.
For the linear weighted sum fusion in decision level, the noise of the visual
modality propagates to the fused onset detection function more severely than in the
SVM based fusion, which results in less improvement by the linear weighted sum
fusion. Compared with other fusion methods, the SVM based fusion in decision
level improves the onset detection performance by the most amount of F-measure.
This not only reveals the advantage of decision level fusion, in which the audio
and visual modalities have the same representation (detection function for onsets)
and balanced dimensions (1 dimension for each data stream), but also veriﬁes the
eﬀectiveness of SVM’s non-linearity and optimal separating hyperplane in fusing
audio and visual modalities of a violin playing for onset detection.
Performance Comparison of Transcription
The best transcription accuracy for audio-only and audio-visual transcription ap-
proaches is shown in Fig. 4.7. In the audio-only case, with MFCC GMM onset
detection, the overall transcription accuracy is 71%, 65%, 42%, and 30% on the
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Figure 4.7: Performance improvement by the visual modality with SVM based
decision level fusion in diﬀerent noisy conditions.
four databases, respectively. In fusing audio and visual modalities, the best tran-
scription performance are 85%, 79%, 62%, and 50% on the four databases, which
improves over audio-only approaches by 14% to 20% accuracy (shown in Fig. 4.7).
As shown in the experimental results, visual modality is helpful in improving
onset detection performance and transcription accuracy. Especially for violin prac-
tice at home, where the acoustic conditions are far from ideal, introducing visual
modality is beneﬁcial to high performance music transcription system.
4.7 Related Works
Few works have been published on music transcription by fusing multimodal fea-
tures. Drum transcription in [28] is the ﬁrst system we found dealing with per-
cussive sounds using both audio and visual modalities. Tempo analysis of sitar
performance based on multimodal sensor fusion are found in [8]. Our previous
work in [69] is the ﬁrst attempt for violin transcription with audio-visual inputs.
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However, the previous system used markers to aid bowing and ﬁngering analysis,
which is less practical compared with the system in this chapter. One attempt
to automatic ﬁngering analysis without markers has also been conducted by us
in [79]. Nevertheless, the ﬁnger tracking algorithm in [79] is more computationally
expensive and less suitable for practical applications compared with the work in
this chapter. The correlation between violin music and the visual modality, bowing
and ﬁngering, has been shown in cognitive brain research [5] and other violin liter-
ature [6]. Inspired by those works, we introduced the visual modality to utilize the
complementary information between the audio and visual modalities in violin tran-
scription. Audio-visual fusion based approach signiﬁcantly improves violin tran-
scription performance based on our experimental results. Superior performance
has also been observed by using multiple modalities in audio-visual speech recog-
nition [54], audio-visual biometric [26], concept detection in multimedia data [70],
etc.
Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Research
In summary, multimedia content and user contexts will aﬀect the importance of
diﬀerent facets of multimedia documents in deriving multimedia similarity mea-
sures. The research work in this thesis was on investigating the eﬀectiveness of
diﬀerent adaptive multimodal fusion approaches with the vision that a more eﬀec-
tive similarity measure for music information retrieval (MIR) applications can be
made possible.
In our research work, we built an multi-faceted music search engine for users to
search more relevant music items based on their changing preference in diﬀerent
search contexts. We presented CompositeMap, a novel framework of multimodal
music similarity measure to facilitate various music retrieval tasks such as or-
ganizing, browsing, and searching in a large data set. We detailed the FMSV
which can map any existing audio features into high-level concepts such as genre
and mood. CompositeMap uniﬁed content-based, metadata-based, and semantic
description-based music retrieval approaches. It combined diﬀerent music facets
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into a compact signature which can enable customized services for users with dif-
ferent information needs, background knowledge, and expectations. For a case
study, we employed CompositeMap in a music search engine to evaluate its ef-
fectiveness, eﬃciency, adaptiveness and scalability using two separate large scale
music collections extracted from YouTube. Our objective evaluation and user study
showed the clear advantages of the proposed framework compared with other ap-
proaches [22, 41, 75]. Furthermore, our project led to several innovations including
an eﬃcient SVM training algorithm with multi-class probability estimates and an
incremental Locality Sensitive Hashing algorithm, which could be used to improve
the previous multimedia information retrieval systems as a whole.
We also proposed a query-dependent fusion approach based on this multimodal
music search engine to improve the search eﬀectiveness, adaptiveness, and robust-
ness. We outlined a novel query-dependent fusion (QDF) method using regression-
on-folksonomies to facilitate multimodal music search in large databases. Previ-
ous QDF approaches [15, 73, 33, 72, 71, 32] relied on manually designed queries,
which imposed expensive human involvement in system development. We pursued
the alternative automatic query formation to easily generate a large number (in
millions) of comprehensive queries from readily available online folksonomy data.
This approach not only provided better generalization performance for real-life
search systems in accommodating future user queries, but also oﬀered great fea-
sibility and practicality in real-life system development. In addition, we proposed
an online-regression model for query-dependent fusion (RQDF). The model repre-
sented a further step towards the optimal query-dependent fusion, which unleashes
the power of multimodal music search. Its superior modeling capability not only
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enhanced the eﬀectiveness of query-dependent fusion systems, but also signiﬁcantly
improved the system eﬃciency, scalability, and robustness. Due to the generality
of RQDF, we believe that it can be easily extended to other multimodal search
applications such as text/video/image search and metasearch as well.
We also examined state-of-the-art multimodal fusion techniques in the task of
audio-visual violin transcription. We built an audio-visual fusion based music
transcription system for violin practice in home environment. To address the dif-
ﬁculties in onset detection of PNP sounds, such as from the violin, we proposed
an audio-only onset detection approach based on supervised learning. Two GMMs
are used to classify onset and non-onset audio frames based on MFCC features.
MFCC feature models the spectrum envelop eﬀectively, which forms the basis of
superior classiﬁcation performance. In addition, due to the eﬃcient modeling ap-
proach by GMM and the low dimensionality of MFCCs, the proposed audio-only
onset detection method is computationally eﬃcient, making it practical applica-
tions. To further enhance audio-only onset detection, the visual modality of violin
playing, including bowing and ﬁngering, was introduced into our system. Two we-
bcams of the system can be easily placed to capture bowing and ﬁngering videos
in home environment. Fully automatic and real-time algorithms were devised to
conduct bowing and ﬁngering analysis. These algorithms maximize the practical-
ity of the system. State-of-the-art multimodal fusion techniques were evaluated
to fuse the audio and visual modalities for enhanced performance of onset detec-
tion and overall transcription. SVM based decision level fusion was veriﬁed to be
superior to feature concatenation fusion in feature level and linear weighted sum
fusion in decision level. Compared with the previous audio-only based transcrip-
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tion systems [7, 17, 36, 42], the visual modality and SVM based decision level
fusion improved the transcription performance signiﬁcantly. Especially in home
environment, where the acoustic conditions are far from ideal, the performance
improvement by the visual modality is more substantial. Based on the above con-
tributions and extensive evaluations, the violin transcription system achieved good
performance even in acoustically inferior conditions. This transcription system is
able to provide more accurate transcribed results as feedback to students when
they practice violin at home. With eﬃcient and automatic audio-visual analysis
algorithms, the system can be easily set up once and for all in a home environment.
Even though the eﬀectiveness and eﬃciency of multimodal similarity measures
have been improved based on our research results, the semantic aspects of the simi-
larity measures in music domain are not suﬃciently addressed. In the future, more
research eﬀorts should be allocated to investigate the semantic aspects of music
similarity measures. This can be investigated by referring more to human perceived
importance in fusing multiple information sources from textual metadata, audio
content, video content, and other modalities. More user-friendly music search en-
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